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Initiation of Coverage

Darkhorse upside in the Western US
We are initiating coverage on three gold companies focused in the Western US which we
believe have substantial and potentially impactful exploration upside. Our SPECULATIVE
BUY ratings on each company reflect possible leverage to both the gold price and a
new discovery while at the same time acknowledging risk involved in pre-cash flowing
companies. We note several similarities between the companies discussed and highlight
key reasons why an investor with high risk tolerance could be compelled to own one of
these names including:
1. Significant untested exploration upside and potential strategic nature of marquee
assets.
2. Strategic investors providing access to capital and a potential backstop.
3. Attractive entry points following recent pullbacks.
4. Low sovereign risk with US federal pro development sentiment.
There has been an ongoing theme of corporate investment in the junior mining space,
with larger companies leading financings for many small cap names. This involvement
allows the smaller company access to capital in down markets while providing large
caps with a relatively inexpensive equity stake in a company that could make a large,
impactful discovery. For junior explorers that demonstrate a potentially viable project, a
takeout or merger with a larger company is usually the end game.
The largest, Corvus Gold (KOR-TSX | SPEC BUY, C$3.00 TP) has been a standout
performer in the junior space over the past 12 months.
• Recent PEA completed.
• Anglo Gold (19.9%) investor and fellow explorer nearby.
• M&A activity in the camp.
• Growing potential for undercover epithermal vein systems.
Our top pick of the group, NuLegacy (NUG-TSXV | SPEC BUY, C$0.25 TP), which
provides investors the best leverage to a new discovery in our opinion.
• Great address in the Cortez trend proximal to Barrick’s Goldrush and Fourmile.
• High-grade drill results verify evolving geologic model.
• Strong leadership and technical team.
The most advanced, Paramount Gold (PZG-NYSE | SPEC BUY, US$1.50 TP), which in
our view offers the highest leverage to a rising gold price environment.
• PFS completed (2018).
• Permitting process ongoing.
• Potentially impactful exploration program underway.

For important information, please see the Important Disclosures beginning on page 50 of this document.
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Executive Summary 

We are initiating coverage on three gold companies focused on the Western US, which 

we believe have substantial and potentially impactful exploration upside. 

Our SPECULATIVE BUY ratings on each company reflect potential leverage to both the 

gold price and a new discovery while capturing risk involved in pre-cash flowing 

companies. We note several similarities between the properties, including new 

geologic interpretations, untested drill targets and each asset’s potential strategic 

nature. As often the case for junior explorers that demonstrate an attractive deposit 

and its potential economic impact and scalability, a takeout or merger with a larger 

company is usually the end game. In each case, asset location could be a key driver in 

capturing the attention of larger cap gold producers, should sufficient mineral 

inventory or economic upside be demonstrated. Though each company is at different 

stages (i.e., from resource expansion to PEA to PFS awaiting permits), all offer 

investors torque to the gold price and what we view as some of the best discovery 

potential in the region. At the bottom of the cycle, valuations are low, giving investors 

an attractive entry point, in our view. 

The untold story of the Walker Lane… Corvus Gold (KOR- TSX | SPEC BUY, C$3.00): A 

standout performer in the junior space over the past 12 months, Corvus has been 

able to realize value at its Mother Lode property through aggressive drilling and a 

recent PEA which includes the company’s considerable gold inventory from its 

proximal North Bullfrog project. Corvus’ dominant land position in proximity to the 

Bare Mountain district in Nevada hosts nearly 4Moz of resource. The company’s 

strategic investor, Anglo Gold (19.9%), is also aggressively exploring in the camp, one 

that has already seen M&A activity recently with Northern Empire catching a bid from 

Coeur Mining (CDE-NYSE; US$4.00 | BUY, Dalton Baretto) earlier this year. We explore 

whether Corvus can continue to grow its resource base and highlight the growing 

potential for undercover epithermal vein systems to exist throughout the district. 

In the shadow of a giant… NuLegacy (NUG-TSXV | SPEC BUY, C$0.25): Our Top Pick in 

the group, NuLegacy provides the highest projected return to target and would benefit 

the most from an impactful discovery due to its early stage. Former Barrick (ABX-TSX; 

C$17.27 | HOLD, Carey MacRury) Exploration Manager / Vice President Ed Cope’s 

addition to the team is key in our view. Mr. Cope’s experience in the district combined 

with a solid group of exploration geologists already on the ground, and NuLegacy’s 

proximity to Barrick’s Cortez and Goldrush mines, leads us to believe that a 

meaningful discovery could be imminent. Recent high-grade drill results are beginning 

to crystalize several years of good quality exploration work, including extensive 

mapping, geochemical and geophysical analysis. We look for ongoing step-out holes to 

follow up on recent high-grade drill results as the company works toward a resource 

update perhaps in 2019. 

Strategic value, leverage and the permitting puzzle… Paramount Gold (PZG-NYSE | 

SPEC BUY, US$1.50): Small but with a Pre-Feasibility Study and what we view as 

considerable untested upside, Paramount’s Grassy Mountain project in eastern 

Oregon is currently in the midst of what should be a precedent-setting permitting 

process. We are constructive on the permit eventually being granted and note the 

company’s co-flagship asset, Sleeper (in Nevada), as providing an option on future 

gold price appreciation as well as upside of its own. We look for a recently 

commissioned exploration program at Grassy to potentially grow the resource as the 

project advances toward a production decision. 

 

 

All offer investors torque to the gold 

price and what we view as some of the 

best discovery potential in the region 
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Darkhorse upside in the Western US 

In the junior gold space, value is often created or destroyed through the drill bit. Drill 

enough lackluster holes and a stock can very easily collapse toward zero. Hit a 

compelling intersection, a “zinger hole” and you can double, triple or even more, in 

short order. Moving up the advancement chain of junior miners to a company with an 

established resource, or better yet a technical study (PEA of PFS for example), one 

lessens the risk exposure to drill results alone. By no means, however, is risk 

completely mitigated. Mining in general still presents considerable uncertainty. In our 

experience, many junior companies spend many years and eventually fall short of 

what is required to take the next step, whether that be a resource update, technical 

study or ultimately a production decision or take-out bid. When we scour the market 

and look for investible ideas we weigh several factors: the technical ability of the 

team, management’s track record, the geologic potential of the property and the 

strategic value of the land position are all key to forming our investment thesis.  

Also important is the timing of the commodity cycle. The best properties with the best 

management teams can be hit hard in a downturn in the commodity market. 

Conversely, a rising tide can float many boats and junior companies that aren’t 

necessarily highly prospective can receive a huge lift from a running gold price; we’ve 

seen it many times before. It is our view that seasonality is key to investing in the gold 

space. As Figure 1 demonstrates, an investment in the S&P/TSX Venture Composite 

Index (and its predecessor - a good benchmark for junior miners) that is held for two 

months, has generated the highest return in the months of December and January 

when compared to any other month, with investors realizing a positive return nearly 

85% of the time. Known colloquially as the Santa Claus Rally, we highlight the junior 

gold industry in general as offering investors key leverage to a rising gold price. Recent 

volatility in the broader equity markets also lends itself to a positive gold price 

environment.  

Figure 1: Seasonality based on the S&P/TSX Venture Composite Index (and its predecessor) 

 
Source: Bloomberg Financial LP, FactSet 
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At Canaccord Genuity we track most junior mining companies (i.e., pre-cash flow 

companies) across 9 commodities in our global in-situ databases. Specifically, our 

gold database tracks 124 companies and over 226 projects to deliver what we 

believe to be a comprehensive snapshot of current enterprise values compared to 

current resources (we track reserves, M&I resources and global resource the latter of 

which is not a 43-101 metric). Figure 2 below shows the recent trends in EV/oz 

valuations across all resource categories tracked relative to the gold price. At the time 

of publishing, 2P reserves averaged US$52/oz, M&I resources $64/oz and finally 

global resources garner $30/oz. In-situ metrics are an important way to value very 

early stage companies with growing resources or projects not currently with future 

development plans, or are in some other way, non-core. In-situ metrics also provide a 

quick way to value a company on a relative basis, noting if a company trades at a 

premium, or a discount to a broader group based on resources alone. 

Figure 2: CG in-situ database for Au  

 
Source: Company Reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates, Bloomberg, FactSet 

 

Precedent transactions  

Over the past decade numerous M&A transactions in the mining space have occurred. 

Typically, a larger company overtakes a junior explorer who has made a considerable 

discovery either using stock or cash or a combination thereof. Though news was made 

recently with the Barrick/Randgold merger in which no premium was paid, 

shareholders of junior companies are not usually as accommodating. Figure 3 outlines 

numerous transactions in the space where a larger cap company takes over a smaller 

company. In most of the examples outlined, the company acquired is a pre-cash flow 

entity. Typical premiums over the VWAP range from 39% to 59% with the average in 

this particular group of 46%. For simplicity’s sake, we assume a 50% premium as a 

comfortable factor when assuming or discussing the take-out potential of a particular 

company. This is a “rule of thumb” and not to be seen as a universal truth across the 

industry. Obviously, each case is different and ultimately a shareholder vote is 
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Typical premiums over the VWAP range 

from 39-59%...  
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required to finalize any transaction. We do not consider the potential take-out of any 

company discussed below as part of our base case valuation though we do evaluate 

the impact of a take-out scenario to our NAVPS in our scenario analysis.  

Figure 3: Precedent transactions with implied premium paid over the 20-day VWAP 

 
Source: Company Reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates 

 

Figure 4 is a breakdown of each company covered in this report. We outline current 

P/NAV (5%) trading metrics versus the broader group, YTD price performance, 

strategic ownership and project location and the CG modelled resource at each 

company’s flagship property. 

 

Figure 4: Scorecard comparing key aspects of each company  

 
Source: Company Reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates 
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Corvus Gold Inc.
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Canaccord Genuity is the global capital markets group of Canaccord Genuity Group Inc. (CF : TSX)
The recommendations and opinions expressed in this research report accurately reflect the research analyst's personal, independent and objective views about any and all
the companies and securities that are the subject of this report discussed herein.
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SPECULATIVE BUY
PRICE TARGET C$3.00
Price (28-Nov)
Ticker

C$2.70
KOR-TSX

52-Week Range (C$): 1.39 - 3.39
Avg Daily Vol (000s)  : 157.7
Market Cap  (C$M): 286
Shares Out. (M)  : 106.0
Enterprise Value  (C$M): 281
Cash  (C$M): 2.5
NAV /Shr  (C$): 2.99
P/NAV (x)  (C$): 0.52
Working Capital  (C$M): 2.5
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Corvus Gold is a junior exploration and development
gold company advancing its 100% owned North Bullfrog
and Mother Lode projects in Nevada. The North Bullfrog
project encompasses 86.6km² and Mother Lode, 10km
to the south, sits on a land package of 36.5km². The
company also controls a number of royalties on other
North American exploration properties representing a
spectrum of gold, silver and copper projects.

Tom Gallo | Analyst |  Canaccord Genuity Corp. (Canada) |  tgallo@canaccordgenuity.com |  1.416.869.3483
Allison Carson | Associate |  Canaccord Genuity Corp. (Canada) |  acarson@canaccordgenuity.com |  1.416.869.7285

Initiation of Coverage

The untold story of the Walker Lane
We are initiating coverage of Corvus Gold Corp with a SPECULATIVE BUY rating and C
$3.00 target price and note several aspects of the company, along with the greater Bare
Mountain (or Bullfrog) district that are, in our view, compelling including:
• We view the district where Corvus is located as strategic, and ripe for consolidation

and the company as a takeout candidate.
• The high-grade, epithermal potential of the camp is largely untapped and provides

large upside, in our opinion.
• Anglo Gold (a 19.9% owner of KOR) is actively exploring next door – could be a

consolidator.
• Abundant exploration targets exist on sparsely explored property.
• Recent pullback in the stock offers an attractive entry point.
Several past producers sit alongside permitted operations and over 4Moz of current gold
endowment (which is likely to grow) within a district that demonstrates considerable
exploration upside. In addition, an emerging high-grade, epithermal story evidenced by
Corvus’ Yellow Jacket deposit and Anglo Gold’s ongoing drill testing of the Silicon target,
is of interest to those looking for high-grade, low-sulphide feed in the state. Several well-
established large cap producers with operations in Nevada come to mind as potential
consolidators, though Barrick’s new, tighter thresholds for acquisitions outlined by CG
analyst Carey MacRury may soften competitive tension. Anglo’s growing interest in the
camp, however, is noteworthy. We also highlight Coeur Mining’s recent acquisition of
Northern Empire for just less than US$100M, a neighbour to both Corvus and Anglo, as a
statement that it too could be involved in future M&A discussions. In our view, the district
has potential to have uncovered multiple epithermal vein systems within one of the best
mining jurisdictions globally.
Corvus has been methodical at amassing a strategically-located land position, staking
and acquiring ground aggressively over the past two years. The 2017 purchase of the
Mother Lode project from Goldcorp (G-TSX; C$12.62 | BUY, Carey MacRury) was a major
catalyst for the stock. Management's intimate understanding of the local and regional
geology should help aide in the discovery of additional epithermal systems, which we
view to be the real price in the camp.
Valuation: Our base case is anchored on our interpretation of the recent PEA which
outlines a large, front-loaded operation processing oxide and sulphide ore with a small
epithermal sweetener (from Yellow Jacket). Though offering a baseline for valuation, we
view the district's epithermal potential as considerable and more compelling than
the large-scale operation outlined. We discuss a conceptual high-grade epithermal-only
case predicated on continued exploration success as an alternative scenario.
Our C$2.87 NAVPS is based on C$374M NPV (10%) for the combined North Bullfrog and
Mother Lode operation funded through an equity/debt split (50% with equity at $2.24/
sh, or 10% discount to market) plus corporate adjustments of 307M. Through scenario
analysis we demonstrate upside to +$4.00/sh.
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 Figure 5: Investment Summary for Corvus Gold Inc.  

 
Source: Company Reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates, FactSet, Bloomberg Financial L.P. 
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Current Price: $2.70 Projected Return: 11.1%
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Tom Gallo |   Associate Analyst 
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Company Summary

Financial Summary

(Year Ended 31 May) 2017A 2018E 2019E

Balance Statement (C$M)

Working Capital $1.27 $2.56 $2.82

Catalyst Calendar Net Debt (Cash) -$1.30 -$2.61 -$2.82

Resource expansion drill results Ongoing Enterprise Value $285 $284 $283

Metallurgical results Ongoing Income Statement

Exploration & Evaluation $3.1 $5.3 $5.5

Major Shareholders EPS -$0.07 -$0.09 -$0.09

Tocqueville Asset Management 18.4% Anglogold Ashanti Ltd. 20.0% EV / EBITDA -42.5x -30.9x -30.0x

Van Eck Associates Corp. 8.2% Jeffrey A Pontius 3.2% Cash F low Statement (C$M)

US Global Investors, Inc. 0.2% Anton Johnann Drescher 0.9% Cash Flow, Operating -$6.1 -$8.5 -$9.4

Source: FactSet Cash Flow, Investing -$0.07 -$0.05 -$0.01

Cash Flow, Financing $2.7 $10.0 $9.5

Resource Summary Equity FCF -$6.2 -$8.5 -$9.4

Equity FCF / share -$0.07 -$0.08 -$0.1

Mass (Kt) Grade (g/t Au) Cont'd. (Moz) Mass (Mt) Grade (g/t Au) Cont'd. (Moz) P/CF -$40.2 -32.1x -30.4x

Measured 9,311 1.59 476 20,035 0.29 185

Indicated 18,249 1.68 986 20,123 0.37 242 NAV & Target Generation

M&I 27,560 1.65 1462 40,158 0.33 427 (C$M) (C$/sh)

Inferred 2,284 1.61 118 14,073 0.29 129 North BF/ Motherlode (1) $374 $1.59

Global Resources (Not 43-101 Comliant)29,844 3.26 1580 54,231 0.62 556 Exploration upside (3) $21 $0.09

Project NAV $395 $1.68

Sales Profile (CG Model) Corporate Adjustments:

2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E Capital raised (5) $301 $1.28

Realized Gold Price (US$/oz) 1,333 1,374 1,415 1,415 Working Capital $303 $1.29

Gold Sales (oz) 0 0 213,437 305,894 Long Term Debt (4) -$301 -$1.28

Cash Cost (US$/oz) 0 0 577 575 ITM Warrants & Options $5 $0.02

AISC Cost (US$/oz) 0 0 608 602 Corporate Adjustments $308 $1.31

Corporate NAV $703 $2.99

Shares (M, Fully Funded) 235

Target Generation:

  Corporate NAVPS $2.99

  Multiple 1.0x

  Target NAVPS $2.99

Target Price (Rounded) $3.00

Projected Return 11.1%

Implied P/NAV(5%) at Current Share Price 0.52x

Corvus Gold is a junior exploration and development gold company advancing its 100% owned North Bullfrog and 

Mother Lode projects in Nevada. The North Bullfrog project encompasses 86.6km² and Mother Lode, 10km to the 

south, sits on a land package of 36.5km². The company also controls a number of royalties on other North American 

exploration properties representing a spectrum of gold, silver and copper projects. 

Plant Heap Leach 

Corvus Gold Inc. November 28, 2018
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Property history and location  

The North Bullfrog and Mother Lode properties are proximal to Beatty NV (Figure 5) 

which is located approximately 2 hours by car northwest of Las Vegas. The property 

lies within the broader Walker Lane trend, a prolific gold-bearing district responsible 

for well over 2.5Moz of past production. The largest producer immediately proximal to 

where Corvus’ claims are today would be the Bullfrog mine operated by Barrick from 

1989 to 1999 with over 2.3Moz of gold production attributable. 

The Mother Lode property has within it a past producing open pit mine which primarily 

operated in 1991. In 1995 Rayrock Mines purchased the Mother Lode property which 

was subsequently acquired by Glamis in 1999 and then subsequently acquired by 

Goldcorp in 2006. In May of 2017 Corvus completed its purchase of the Mother Lode 

property from Goldcorp. Mother Lode is located approximately 15km from North 

Bullfrog as outlined by the map below.  

Figure 6 outlines Corvus’ current property package which came by way of acquisition 

as well as claim staking.  

Figure 6: North Bullfrog and Mother Lode property location within the state of Nevada  

 
Source: Company Reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates 
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Figure 7: Corvus and neighbours property locations  

 
Source: Company Reports 

Also located adjacent to the Mother Lode property is Coeur Mining, a company which 

recently purchased Northern Empire for US$90M. Northern Empire acquired claims 

from Imperial Metals (III-TSX: $1.29 | rated HOLD by Dalton Baretto) within the Bare 

Mountain district, and along with additional staking over a ~16-month period 

amassed an impressive and, in our view, highly prospective property package. We 

thoroughly outline our view on Northern Empire, which we covered prior to its 

acquisition in our report found here. Coeur’s acquisition of Northern Empire furthers 

our argument that this district is of strategic interest and would perhaps benefit from 

additional consolidation. We note Anglo Gold’s 19.9% stake in Corvus Gold along with 

its own, separate exploration program (an option from Renaissance Gold (REN:TSX-V | 

Not Rated)), known as the Silicon Project shown in Figure 7. This is further evidence in 

our view of the district’s potential strategic value as we do not believe a large cap gold 

company would option a small claim block unless there were potential for a 

multimillion-ounce, multiyear operation scenario (i.e., the kind of scale major gold 

companies look for). Anglo’s program at Silicon is speculated to be targeting a low 

sulphidation epithermal system, potentially similar to Corvus’ Yellow Jacket zone.  

As mentioned, we are of the view that the district could be host to multiple epithermal 

vein sets which lie under cover and are thus difficult to target. If in fact Anglo does 

uncover a project of the scale we think it is targeting, its property, and those around it 

would likely become of interest to the other large companies with Nevada pedigree.  

Geology 

Broader disseminated sulphide and low-grade oxide mineralization dominate the 

North Bullfrog (NBF) and Mother Lode (ML) regions. Corvus’ recent PEA outlines a 

large-scale production scenario where sulphide mineralization from NBF along with 

ML will be processed through a mill/POX (autoclave) plant which would likely be 

located proximal to ML. Low grade oxide mineralization will either be processed, or 

stockpiled. Along with a broader disseminated sulphide halo at NBF (specifically at 

Yellow Jacket /Jolly Jane), lies the Yellow Jacket vein, which is an epithermal, high-

grade vein rich in gold and silver (Figure 8). Due to the vein’s location near surface 

(~sub 50-90m) Corvus proposes its extraction as part of a large open pit coinciding 

…Anglo Gold’s 19.9% stake in Corvus 

Anglo’s program at Silicon is 

speculated to be targeting a low 

sulphidation epithermal system. 
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with the extraction of sulphide material. Though processed via a different circuit (i.e., 

not through the autoclave), the material would be bulk mined according to the PEA.  

Figure 8: Planned operation locations within Corvus’ property boundaries  

 
Source: Company Reports 

To the southeast of the Yellow Jacket vein (Figure 12), which we note does not 

receive, lies an area of intense steam heated alteration on Corvus’ ground (Figure 9). 

The company has very little subsurface data as limited drilling has been completed. 

Surface geochemistry (Figure 11) has identified high mercury concentrations, a gold 

indicator element, but not significant gold anomalies. We suspect this is a good target 

for undercover epithermal vein systems and look for the company to execute a more 

thorough regional exploration program focusing on high-grade vein potential.  

Figure 9: Yellow jacket vein  

 
Source: Canaccord Genuity  

 

intense steam heated alteration on 

Corvus’ ground 
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Figure 10: Steam heater alteration zone location   Figure 11: Steam heated area soil geochemistry  

 

 

 
Source: Company Reports  Source: Company Reports 

 

 

We outline a conceptual high-grade only, underground mining scenario below noting 

what several Yellow Jacket type veins would look like as part of an underground 

operation. Figure 12 is a schematic of the Yellow Jacket vein demonstrating over 

800m in strike. It is important to note that the vein remains open in areas to depth as 

the deepest hole testing the dip extent is ~300m. The shallow drilling is in part due to 

the plan to extract the vein via an open pit. In our view, the vein could extend beyond 

the current drilling outline and in an underground scenario could be considered 

economic far deeper than is currently drilled.  

Mother Lode mineralization extends beyond the original oxide pit (Figure 14) both to 

depth and laterally (Figure 13). Corvus has identified extensions to the initial open pit 

oxide mineralization across the redox boundary and into the sulphide zone. The 

company has also identified depth extension perhaps beyond the limit of the planned 

open pit.  

Though potentially not essential depending on final pit design, we are of the view that 

cooperation between Corvus and the claimholders which surround its Mother Lode 

project (in this case Coeur) would be optimal. Though Coeur has not published an 

updated resource since the acquisition of Northern Empire, we believe the SNA 

deposit which lies to the south of Mother Lode could host significant gold resources. 

Ultimately it is our view that Mother Lode and SNA mineralization could connect, 

which again speaks to the benefit of having all properties operated by one company. 

Figure 14 outlines closely the Mother Lode property boundary with Corvus’ property 

trace. 

We outline a conceptual high-grade 

only, underground mining scenario 

below noting what several Yellow 

Jacket type veins would look like as 

part of an underground operation. 
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Figure 12: Yellow-jacket vein system  

        
Source: Company Reports 

 

 

Figure 13: Mother Lode section view  

 
Source: Company Reports 
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Figure 14: Mother Lode property boundary with pit outline  

 
Source: Company Reports 

Valuation / PEA address  

Our valuation is predicated on the recently released PEA plus appropriate cost 

escalations and resource conversions (M&I + Inferred at 85%). On our forward curve 

derived price deck (US$1,415/oz long-term pricing), the combined Mother Lode / 

North Bullfrog operation generates an after tax NPV (10%) of C$374M with an IRR of 

52%. We use a 10% discount rate, in line with covered companies with similar risk 

profiles. Figure 15 outlines key model parameters including LOM cash costs of 

US$826/oz with average annual production of 186koz over a 12-year mine life with 

the first four years averaging 261koz/a on our assumptions (note KOR PEA assumes 

347koz/a for first 4 years). Initial capital costs are assumed to be US$450M funded 

in our model with an equal debt/equity split.  

Corvus Gold Inc.
Initiation of Coverage
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Figure 15: Key mine model parameters  

 
Source: Company Reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates 

We also include an additional C$21M in exploration upside which we believe can be 

revealed through additional surface drilling. $20M is based on land size (123km2) and 

ultimately our view than the company can find an additional 500koz (valued at a 

conservative US$32/oz in-situ which is in-line with our Au in situ database, Figure 2).  

Figure 16 outlines our target price assumption which includes the aforementioned 

C$374M in project NAV for North Bullfrog and Mother Lode along with $21M in 

exploration upside for a total project NAV of C$395M. With net corporate adjustments 

of $308M, inclusive of $301M in equity raised (at a 10% discount to the market) and 

$301M in debt, we derive a total corporate NAV of C$703M. With our assumed equity 

raise (for 50% of the total US$450M in pre-production capital), we model 235M 

shares outstanding. We round our $2.99 target NAVPS to C$3.00 which generates a 

North Bullfrog/ Mother Lode CG Model

100% Basis

INPUTS

Gold Price, Long-term US$/oz $1,415

Exchange Rate CAD/USD 0.78

Gold Price, Long-term C$/oz $1,818

OPERATING METRICS

Strip ratio X:1 1.08

Total Ore to Process Leach Pad Mt 202.6

Average Au Grade g/t 0.25

Initial Leach Pad Design Mt/a 18.4

Metallurgical Recovery Heap % 74%

Total Ore to Process Mill/POX Mt 23.0

Average Au Grade g/t 1.65

Mill Capacity Mt/a 2.9

Metallurgical Recovery Mill/POX % 84%

Payable Gold Production Moz 2.2

Average Annual Production (first 9 years) oz/a 220,175

Mine Life Years 12

COSTS

Initial Capital Costs US$M $450

Sustaining Capital Cost US$M $100

Life of Mine Capital US$M $550

Total Mining Costs OP US$/t mined $1.56

Processing Cost (Heap) US$/t processed $2.00

Processing Cost (Mill/POX) US$/t processed $25.00

G&A + Site Cost US$/t processed $0.50

Cash Costs US$/oz $826

AISC US$/oz $871

ECONOMICS

After tax NPV (9%) C$M $374

After tax IRR % 52%

Corvus Gold Inc.
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11% 12-month projected return. Our SPECULATIVE BUY rating encompasses the 

added risk for permitting, funding and additional discovery.  

Viewed alternatively, on a risk adjusted (or normalized – i.e., 5% cost of capital) and 

unfunded basis, the flagship operation generates a C$569M NPV (5%). The unfunded 

$5.27/sh project NAV would be subject to a 0.55x multiple plus net corporate 

adjustments of $0.07 to arrive at our unrounded $2.99/sh target. The current 0.52x 

P/NAV multiple is in line with covered exploration peers currently trading at 0.42x.  

Figure 16: NAVPS and target price generation for Corvus (KOR)  

 
Source: Company Reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates, FactSet 

 

 

C$M C$/sh C$M C$/sh

Project NAV

North BF/ Motherlode (1) $374 $1.59 $569 $5.09

Exploration upside (3) $21 $0.09 $21 $0.19

Total Project NAV $395 $1.68 $569 $5.27

Corporate Adjustment 

Capital raised (5) $301 $1.28

Working Capital $303 $1.29 $303 $2.71

Long Term Debt (4) -$301 -$1.28 -$301 -$2.69

ITM Warrants & Options $5 $0.02 $5 $0.04

Corporate Adjustments $308 $1.31 $8 $0.07

Corporate NAV $703 $2.99 $576 $5.16

Shares (Basic + ITM, M) 112

Shares (Fully diluted M) 235

Target Generation

Corporate NAVPS $2.99

Project NAVPS $5.27

Multiple 1.0x 0.55x

Corporate Adjustments $0.07

Target NAV $2.99 $2.99

Target Price Rounded $3.00 $3.00 $3.00

Projected Return 11.1%

Implied P/NAV(5%) at Current Share Price 0.52x

Notes:

1. Variable discount rate (WACC), P/NAV approaches 1.0x

2. Fixed 5% discount rate, variable P/NAV multiple

3. Peer EV/oz method

4. Raised later to fund development at 12%

5. Equity raised to fund development $2.43/sh

P/NAV Method (2)WACC (10%)

Corvus Gold Inc.
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Risks  

Risks to our target price include the ability to permit the project, access to capital (i.e., 

can the project get funded), the broader commodity market and commodity price and 

operational risks (i.e., conversion of resources to reserves, ramp-up and capital 

escalations).  

Permitting risk: There are various environmental considerations when permitting a 

new mine which must be considered, and which could pose a risk to a project’s overall 

timeline or status. We are conservative in our model with a nearly 5-year lead time to 

first gold production. We must be cognizant that POX plants present numerous 

environmental hazards and though autoclaves are operated by senior companies and 

are well-accepted in the state of Nevada, a new commissioning may take time for a 

full environmental assessment to be completed.  

Capital risk: For any junior mining company, the transition from exploration to 

development typically comes with a marked increase in capital spending. Though it is 

not inexpensive to drill and explore, it is materially more expensive to develop a new 

mine. In Corvus’ case, the company’s YTD strong share price performance should aide 

significantly in reducing equity dilution. The presence of a strategic investor (Anglo 

19.9%) could also mean an anchor investor for any equity component of initial cap-ex 

(in our model 50% or US$225M). There are also a variety of financing options 

available to mining companies with full feasibility studies (which KOR does not have).  

Commodity price: Gold price obviously has a significant effect on a gold mine’s NPV. A 

lower gold price environment would naturally drive down the overall revenue and thus 

the NPV. On the contrary, an uptick in the gold price could provide a significant boost 

to a project’s profitability.  

Operational risks: Preliminary economic assessments are just that – preliminary. 

Though we have assumed what we view to be appropriate cost escalations in our 

model, further technical study could reveal significantly higher costs. Further, once the 

mine is in operation, actual realized costs could be materially higher than outlined in 

any technical study. We outline the effect of higher costs in our scenario analysis 

below.  

Further potential risk is if the project advances at all due in part to the grade, and to 

the processing methods. Though robust (with well over 2Moz of recoverable gold 

according to our model), we must consider the appetite for such projects. As analyst 

Carey MacRury has outlined recently in his piece, Barrick/Newmont Nevada Tie-up?, 

Barrick and Newmont have approximately 8Moz of sulphide stockpiles between the 

two companies at grades of 2.4g/t Au. With an abundance of sulphide material in 

Nevada, one must consider processing capacity as the issue and not the need for 

large gold endowments. Perhaps a new roaster, and not an additional autoclave is 

what Nevada needs, though this is something with a lengthy permitting lead time. 

Again, we are optimistic about the exploration upside in the district pertaining 

specifically to epithermal vein systems; however, we question the demand for low-

grade sulphide ore if new, high-grade discoveries don’t materialize.  

Scenario analysis  

We employ a scenario analysis which we believe is a useful tool to demonstrate 

various sensitivities and to explore several different scenarios. As our thesis 

surrounds the potential for exploration upside, we explore a scenario where the 

company discovers several other high-grade (low sulphidation, epithermal) vein 

systems akin to Yellow Jacket. We also explore what our target price would be if we 

took the PEA at face value. We have conservatively escalated costs and the discount 

rate to reflect what we view as more likely operating parameters and to reflect the risk 

of an unfunded, unpermitted operation. Finally, we explore a compounded downside 

Corvus Gold Inc.
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scenario in which costs run beyond our conservative escalation, and gold price is 

below our long-term forecasts which are based on the forward curve.  

High-grade scenario - Though not part of our base case, we highlight what a mining 

scenario would look like should two things happen. The first is exploration success in 

tapping into several high-grade epithermal vein sets which we believe exist throughout 

the company’s property package (recall the steam heated section in Figure 10). 

Secondly, we outline an underground only scenario where veins are selectively mined 

leaving lower grade, refractory material behind. This would drastically increase the 

operating cost per tonne from a mining perspective, but drastically reduce the tonnes 

mined and processed, increase the head grade and reduce processing costs (and 

eliminate the need for an autoclave). Figure 17 outlines our theoretical high-grade 

scenario. With this assumption substituted for our base case, our target price would 

increase to $3.92/sh, all other factors remaining equal.  

Figure 17: High-grade only theoretical mine scenario  

 
Source: Canaccord Genuity estimates 

PEA face value – Taken at a 5% discount rate with no cost escalations, or resource 

reductions, the PEA would deliver a rounded $4.70 target price based on the same 

funding assumptions outlined in our base case, all other factors remaining equal.  

NBF/ML high-grade model CG Model

100% Basis

INPUTS

Gold Price, Long-term US$/oz $1,415

Exchange Rate CAD/USD 0.78

Gold Price, Long-term C$/oz $1,818

OPERATING METRICS

Total Ore to Process Mt 5.6

Average Au Grade g/t 8.00

Initial Mill Design Throughput t/d 3,500

Metallurgical Recovery % 94%

Payable Gold Production Moz 1.4

Average Annual Production oz/a 135,395

Mine Life Years 10

COSTS

Initial Capital Costs US$M $150

Sustaining Capital Cost US$M $50

Life of Mine Capital US$M $200

Total Mining Costs US$/t mined $100

Processing Cost US$/t milled $20

G&A + Site Cost US$/t milled $7

Operating Cost US$/t milled $127

Cash Costs US$/oz $512

AISC US$/oz $549

ECONOMICS

After tax NPV (12%) C$M $471

After tax IRR % 68%

Corvus Gold Inc.
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Further cost escalation - If we escalate all cost (operating, sustaining and initial capital 

costs), by an additional 10% to demonstrate a downside scenario, and decrease our 

long-term gold price outlook by 10% (to US$1,274), our target NAVPS would drop to 

C$1.73/sh, all other factors remaining equal. 

Figure 18 graphically outlines our upside and downside scenarios.  

 

Figure 18: Scenario analysis demonstrating upside and downside cases as outlined  

 
Source: Company Reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates 
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NuLegacy Gold Corporation

Precious Metals - Developer/Explorer 

Canaccord Genuity is the global capital markets group of Canaccord Genuity Group Inc. (CF : TSX)
The recommendations and opinions expressed in this research report accurately reflect the research analyst's personal, independent and objective views about any and all
the companies and securities that are the subject of this report discussed herein.

Canadian Equity Research
29 November 2018

SPECULATIVE BUY
PRICE TARGET C$0.25
Price (28-Nov)
Ticker

C$0.12
NUG-TSXV

52-Week Range (C$): 0.10 - 0.22
Avg Daily Vol (000s)  : 84.0
Market Cap  (C$M): 36.8
Shares Out. (M)  : 306.8
Enterprise Value  (C$M): 30.5
Cash  (C$M): 6.0
NAV /Shr  (C$): 0.25
P/NAV (x)  (C$): 0.15
Working Capital  (C$M): 6.2
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Priced as of close of business 28 November 2018 

NuLegacy Gold is a Nevada focused gold exploration
company with 108km² land package in the Cortez
gold-trend. Its 100%-owned Red Hill property has
five mineralized zones over a 6km strike length
with multiple gold bearing horizons open in multiple
directions.

Tom Gallo | Analyst |  Canaccord Genuity Corp. (Canada) |  tgallo@canaccordgenuity.com |  1.416.869.3483
Allison Carson | Associate |  Canaccord Genuity Corp. (Canada) |  acarson@canaccordgenuity.com |  1.416.869.7285

Initiation of Coverage

In the shadow of a giant
We are initiating coverage of NuLegacy Gold Corporation with a SPECULATIVE BUY rating
and C$0.25 target price. NuLegacy has what we view as a prime property location in
the Cortez trend in Nevada proximal to Barrick's (ABX-TSX; $17.33 | HOLD rated by
Carey MacRury) Cortez and Goldrush mines. The Cortez mine alone has produced
over 20Moz and has 10Moz in 2P reserves. NuLegacy has benefited from the addition
of Ed Cope and Charles Weakly (former Barrick N.A. VP Exploration and near mine
exploration geologist at Goldstrike). Since the additions, the company has advanced its
understanding of the complicated geologic setting, evident by recent high-grade drill
results including 16.9g/t Au over 8.7m. We look for the company to continue stepping
out, targeting similar mineralization laterally.
Five key reasons we find NuLegacy compelling include:
1. High-grade mineralization geologically similar to neighbouring Barrick mines
2. Management expertise in the region
3. Continued drill results that could be catalytic
4. Compelling takeout candidate with strategic ownership (including Oceana Gold 16.2%

and Barrick 10.4%), an asset strategically located and desirable for a large operator
5. Blue sky potential with one of the best discovery stories in Nevada
Exploration upside can be difficult to value, but we believe the amount of gold
intersected in drilling in recent years implies the company is close to the source. Though
zones like Avocado are sub-economic grade in our view, recent drill step-outs at Serena
could be key holes to vector the company in the right direction. An experienced team of
Nevada geologists are also a complement to the property’s prime address.
Upcoming catalysts include: drill results, receipt of a permit expansion for a larger drill
campaign (may take well into 2019) and a comprehensive geologic update including
information about complicated structural constraints in the region.
Though early stage, we believe that NuLegacy offers investors the most leverage to a
new discovery in the region, and though the majority of our valuation is speculative, we
believe it is conservative based on our time spent on site.

Valuation
We model a 5.89Mt conceptual resource (5.66g/t Au), using CG’s forward curve derived
long-term gold price (US$1,415/oz) we generate an after tax NPV (14%) of C$117M
for the Serena conceptual mine project. We include $11M in value for lower-grade
resources and exploration upside. Net corporate adjustments of $69M, inclusive of a C
$5M equity raise (at 10% market discount) to finance exploration and C$49M to fund
project construction, leads to a corporate NAVPS of $0.25. Though we generate a 108%
12-month projected return, we qualify our rating as SPECULATIVE due to reliance on
capital markets to fund growth and the need to convert recent drill results into tangible
resources.
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Figure 19: Investment Summary for NuLegacy Gold Corporation  

 
Source: Company Reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates, FactSet, Bloomberg Financial L.P. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rated: SPEC BUY Target Price: $0.25

Current Price: $0.12 Projected Return: 108.3%

52-Wk Range: $0.22/$0.10 Basic Shares (M): 306.8

ADV (30-day): 84,037 Market Cap (C$M): $36.8

Ent. Value (C$M): $30.5
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Company Summary

Financial Summary

Catalyst Calendar (Year Ended 31 March) 2018A 2019E 2020E

Drill results from fall drill program Q1 2019 Balance Statement (C$M)

Plan of operations receipt 2019 Working Capital $7.8 $8.4 $2.1

Geologic update 2019 Net Debt (Cash) -$7.3 -$8.2 -$1.9

Major Shareholders Enterprise Value $29.5 $28.6 $34.9

Income Statement

Tocqueville Asset Management 9.3% Albert J Matter 1.4% Exploration & Evaluation -$5.7 -$3.8 -$2.5

Oceanagold Corp. 16.2% Jame E Anderson 1.3% EPS $0.0 $0.0 $0.0

Barrick Gold Corp. 10.4% Roger C Steininger 0.7% EV / EBITDA -8.2x -7.3x -9.2x

Source: FactSet Cash F low Statement (C$M)

Resource Summary Cash Flow, Operating -$2.5 -$3.5 -$3.8

CG Conceptual Mass (Mt) Grade (g/t Au) Cont'd. (Moz) Cash Flow, Investing -$5.9 -$3.8 -$2.5

Serena and North Zone high-grade 5.89 5.66 1.07 Cash Flow, Financing $0.1 $7.3 $12.3

Serena and North zone low grade  7.41 0.97 0.23 Equity FCF -$8.4 -$7.3 -$6.3

Central and South Zones 5.47 1.06 0.19 Equity FCF / share -$0.03 -$0.02 $0.0

Avocado 26.75 0.36 0.31 P/CF -4.2x -5.0x -5.8x

Total Conceptual 45.52 1.23 1.80 NAV & Target Generation

Global Resources (Not 43-101 Comliant) 45.52 1.23 1.80 (C$M) (C$/sh)

Red Hill (Serena) $117.1 $0.14

NUG Peers* D Exploration upside $11.2 $0.01

EV/oz  on conceptual resources (Global, US$) $17 $30 -43% Project NAV $128 $0.16

* global peers, chart below represents select NV peer group Corporate Adjustments:

Capital raised to fund project $49.8 $0.06

Target NAVPS Sensitivities Long-term debt -$49.8 -$0.06

Working Capital $58.2 $0.07

ITM Warrants & Options $10.9 $0.01

Equity raised to explore (5) $5.0 $0.01

Corporate Adjustments $74.1 $0.09

Corporate NAV $202.5 $0.25

Shares (M, Fully Funded) 815

Target Generation:

  Corporate NAVPS $0.25

  Multiple 1.0x

  Target NAVPS $0.25

Target Price (Rounded) $0.25

Projected Return 108.3%

Implied P/NAV(5%) at Current Share Price 0.13x

NuLegacy Gold Corporation November 28, 2018

NuLegacy Gold is a Nevada focused gold exploration company with 108km² land package in the Cortez gold-

trend.  Its 100%-owned Red Hill property has five mineralized zones over a 6km strike length with multiple 

gold bearing horizons open in multiple directions. 
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Property history and location  

The 108km2 Red Hill property package is located in north-central Nevada in the heart 

of the Cortez trend adjacent to the prolific Carlin trend. Access to the property is via 

the Cortez mine road which takes visitors around the Barrick operation. The property 

is a former Barrick claim block which the company optioned to NuLegacy in 2011 for 

$5M over five years (representing 2/3 of the current land package). This was during a 

time where the large cap companies were in a balance sheet squeeze. The remaining 

1/3 of the land package was purchased from Barrick in 2016 for 32M NUG shares. 

Figure 20 shows the property’s location.  

We note the majority of the property is incumbered with a 3% NSR royalty, which is 

owned by Idaho Resources, and specifically Bill Wilson and his family. There is also a 

2% NPI Royalty. We account for these royalties in our model. 

We also note exploration in Nevada, as discussed in previous reports, requires a 

special permit known as a plan of operations. The plan of operations pertains mainly 

to total ground disturbance within a certain area (disturbance such as that caused by 

diamond drill pad construction and trails) and can dictate the size of a company’s 

exploration program. NuLegacy is currently working on expanding its plan of 

operations at Serena which currently limits the company from moving further west. 

Once the company receives this plan (which could take up to a year), an expanding 

drill program on Serena can continue. The company believes under its current plan 

(which is known as a Notice of Intent), that an additional 12—14 holes at Serena 

proper can be drilled. Numerous other high-priority drill targets exist on the Red Hill 

property which are currently covered by different plans and notices, that allow for 

extensive drilling.  

Figure 20: Red Hill property location  

 
Source: Company Reports  

Geology 

It is our view that the Red Hill property is located in a prime region ripe for discovery. 

The property’s main mineralized trend which spans from its Avocado zone south east 

toward iceberg is situated within mineralized (primarily sulphide) sedimentary rocks, 

primarily Devonian in age. Several sub sections of the formation have been identified 

with the company noting the Wenban 5 and part of the Horse Canyon formations are 

seemingly the best gold host. Figure 21 shows a cross section looking roughly north. 

NuLegacy Gold Corporation
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We note the most recent press release hole from Serena (part of the North Zone) 

furthest to the west.  

Figure 21: Section view looking ~N at Red Hill North Zone (Serena Zone) with most recently released drill results included 

 
Source: Company Reports 

 

Steeply dipping faults such as the Iceberg Fault are potentially key mineralizing 

conduits though the company has noted the importance of low angle structures in its 

evolving geologic interpretation as also playing a key role in not only displacing, but 

emplacing gold mineralization. Intrusions, which are cretaceous in age and pre-date 

mineralization by at least 50Ma are also thought to be important in “prepping” 

potential gold hosts. Though Wenban 5 is still thought to be the best host, company 

geologists believe that the right amount of metamorphism, related to the intrusions in 

the district, with the right proximity to low angle faults, will also result in a good host. 

The challenge now is to properly distinguish where these horizons lie. Wide-spaced 

drill step-outs are planned to test this district theory and help the company better 

understand the geology, while better vectoring in on mineralized zones.  

The property is situated adjacent to the Northern Nevada Rift, a post mineral structure 

(15Ma) that appears to offset mineralization on the north-west side of the valley. 

Figure 2 from the company’s presentation shows the Red Hill property boundary with 

Barrick’s Cortez and Goldrush deposits. Due to the fact similar geology and 

stratigraphy (i.e. the Horse Canyon and Wenban 5) exists on both sides of the rift, one 

could infer the Red Hill property was once continuous with Barrick’s famed deposits.  

 

 

The company has noted the importance 

of low angle structures in its evolving 

geologic interpretation 
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Figure 22: NUG property with ABX deposits and location of Northern Nevada Rift  

 
Source: Company Reports 

 

The rift area is key to our thesis that the Red Hill property is in the right location. 

Evidence this has been a geologically significant area, priming the ground for prolific 

gold mineralization, dates back to intrusive granitoid units from the cretaceous. The 

major gold mineralizing event (~40Ma) has emplaced tens of millions of ounces 

already discovered (Goldrush, Cortez, Fourmile etc). The rift itself (15Ma) could have 

displaced the Red Hill property from the southern edge of Goldrush and we are of the 

view that it could in fact be close to source.  

In our opinion, “closeology” alone does not prove prospectivity and we note recent drill 

intercepts as evidence that the company is backing up its location with fundamental 

geologic interpretation leading to drilling success. Figure 23 outlines a plan map 

which corresponds to the section view seen in Figure 21. The furthest west step-out 

hole (SR18-02c) which grades nearly 17g/t Au over 8.7m is in our view significant. We 

propose that the Serena Zone could extend to both the west and north (i.e. closer to 

the rift and at the same time closer to Barrick’s deposits). Overall, we view the Red Hill 

property package to be in a prime location within a region where discoveries are still 

being made (i.e. Barrick’s Fourmile).  

The rift itself could have displaced the 

Red Hill property from the southern 

edge of Goldrush… 

NuLegacy Gold Corporation
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Figure 23: Plan view at North Zone (Serena) with most recent drilling 

 
Source: Company Reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates 

 

Conceptual Resource  

We have modeled a future conceptual resource based on our view of what Serena and 

North Zone could be. We believe with future exploration success the company could 

conceptually have 1Moz of gold (CGe 5.89Mt averaging 5.66g/t for 1.07Moz) at this 

property which could be uncovered through further aggressive exploration. We use 

this as part of our base case. We also assume small resources based on drilling for 

Avocado and South Zones and a low-grade zone at North. Figure 24 outlines our 

conceptual resources based on an assumption of zone orientation and continuity and 

available drill data. Our conceptual resource is based on weighted average drill hole 

intercepts, anticipated mining recovery and dilution and mass based tabular volume 

using average assumed rock density.  

Figure 24: CG conceptual resource table 

 
Source: Company Reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates 

 

Current market valuation  

NuLegacy’s peers, which we highlight below in Figure 25, are a collection of 

exploration companies in Nevada and the western United States. We note this peer 

group trades at a mean Enterprise value per ounce of gold of US$62/oz, which is 

above the global mean of US$30/oz. Applying this average in situ gold value to 

NuLegacy’s current market capitalization implies the market is pricing 704koz of gold 

to NuLegacy, a company with no current resources. Though we do expect the company 

to continue to explore, we note its current cash balance by Jan 1 is estimated at 

~C$4M. Additional, aggressive exploration work will need to be funded, likely through 

additional equity dilution. We model a $5M exploration budget for 2019.  

Zone Tonnes (M) Grade (g/t Au) Ounces (M)

Serena and North Zone high-grade 5.89 5.66 1.07

Serena and North zone low grade  7.41 0.97 0.23

Central and South Zones 5.47 1.06 0.19

Avocado 26.75 0.36 0.31

Total Conceptual 45.52 2.63 1.80

We believe with future exploration 

success the company could 

conceptually have 1Moz of gold 

NuLegacy Gold Corporation
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Figure 25: NUG peer group EV/oz (US$) on global resources 

 
Source: Company Reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates, FactSet, Bloomberg Financial LP 

 

CG Valuation 

Our base case is predicated on our conceptual resource outlined previously. We 

outline a conceptual operation case where NuLegacy would employ a contractor to 

mine and toll process its ore. In this scenario, we envision lower up-front capital 

expenditures in exchange for higher overall operating costs. On our forward curve 

derived price deck which includes a long-term gold price of US$1,415/oz, the Red Hill 

project generates an after tax NPV (14%) of C$117M with an IRR of 64%. We use a 

conservative 14% discount rate to reflect the added risk of valuing the company 

based on conceptual resources. Figure 26 outlines key model parameters including 

LOM cash costs of US$792/oz with average annual production of 101koz over a 9-

year mine life. Initial capital costs are assumed to be US$75M funded in our model 

with an equal debt/equity split. Low up-front capital in our model is due to our 

assumption of contract mining, which will increase operating costs significantly but 

save on equipment purchases and the need to permit and construct a milling facility.  

We also include an additional C$11M in value for the company’s other, lower-grade 

conceptual resources outlined above as well as to capture untapped value in the form 

of exploration upside outside of currently drill tested areas.  
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Figure 26: Red Hill project key conceptual mine model assumptions  

 
Source: Company Reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates 

 

Figure 27 outlines our target price assumption which includes the aforementioned 

C$117M in project NAV for Red Hill along with $11M in option value / exploration 

upside for a total project NAV of C$128M. With net corporate adjustments of $74M, 

inclusive of C$50M in equity raised (at a 10% discount to the market) and C$50M in 

debt, we derive a total corporate NAV of C$197M. With our assumed equity raise (for 

50% of the total US$85M in pre-production capital), we model 815M shares 

outstanding. Our $0.25 target NAVPS and price target generates a 108% 12-month 

projected return.  

Viewed alternatively, on a risk adjusted (or normalized – i.e. 5% cost of capital) and 

unfunded basis the flagship operation generates a C$248M NPV (5%). The unfunded 

$0.74/sh project NAV would be subject to a 0.06x multiple plus net corporate 

adjustments of $0.20 to arrive at our unrounded $0.25/sh target. The current 0.13x 

P/NAV multiple is a 144% discount to covered exploration peers currently trading at 

0.42x.  

 

Red Hill CG Model

100% Basis

INPUTS

Gold Price, Long-term US$/oz $1,415

Exchange Rate CAD/USD 0.78

Gold Price, Long-term C$/oz $1,818

OPERATING METRICS

Total Ore to Process (toll) Mt 5.9

Average Au Grade g/t 5.66

Mining rate Mt/a 0.7

Metallurgical Recovery Toll mill % 85%

Payable Gold Production Moz 0.9

Average Annual Production oz/a 101,283

Mine Life Years 9

COSTS

Initial Capital Costs US$M $75

Sustaining Capital Cost US$M $75

Life of Mine Capital US$M $150

Total Mining Costs UG (contract) US$/t mined $85.00

Processing Cost (toll) US$/t processed $37.00

G&A + Site Cost US$/t processed $0.50

Cash Costs US$/oz $792

AISC US$/oz $874

ECONOMICS

After tax NPV (14%) C$M $117

After tax IRR % 64%

NuLegacy Gold Corporation
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Figure 27: NAVPS and target price generation for NuLegacy  

 
Source: Company Reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates, FactSet, Bloomberg 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C$M C$/sh C$M C$/sh

Project NAV

Red Hill (Serena) $117 $0.14 $248 $0.70

Exploration upside (3) $11 $0.01 $11 $0.03

Total Project NAV $128 $0.16 $259 $0.74

Corporate Adjustment 

Capital raised to fund project (5) $50 $0.06

Long-term debt -$50 -$0.06

Working Capital $58 $0.07 $58 $0.17

ITM Warrants & Options $11 $0.01 $11 $0.03

Equity raised to explore (5) $5 $0.01

Corporate Adjustments $74 $0.09 $69 $0.20

Corporate NAV $202 $0.25 $328 $0.93

Shares (Basic + ITM, M) 352

Shares (Fully diluted M) 815

Target Generation

Corporate NAVPS $0.25

Project NAVPS $0.74

Multiple $1.00 0.07x

Corporate Adjustments $0.20

Target NAV $0.25 $0.25

Target Price Rounded # $0.25 $0.25

Projected Return 108.3%

Implied P/NAV(5%) at Current Share Price 0.13x

Notes:

1. Variable discount rate (WACC), P/NAV approaches 1.0x

2. Fixed 5% discount rate, variable P/NAV multiple

3. Peer EV/oz method

4. Valued at $ spent on exploration

5. Equity raised to fund technical study $0.11/sh

P/NAV Method (2)WACC (14%)

NuLegacy Gold Corporation
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When looking at NuLegacy on a pure in situ valuation (Figure 28), based on 

parameters outlined above including a peer-derived US$62/oz and our conceptual 

resource of 1.07Moz, we would derive a project NAV of C$88M for Serena. With the 

same C$11M in exploration upside, our theoretical target NAVPS would be C$0.35 

assuming the same C$5M equity raise to fund ongoing exploration. 

Risks 

Risks to our target include continued access to capital (for funding ongoing 

exploration and potential future development), commodity price fluctuations and, in 

this case especially, exploration success.  

We assume the company to have a conceptual minable resource of1.07Moz based 

on drilling which we outlined above. We also noted that at current peer derived EV/oz 

in situ metrics, ~700koz at US$62/oz is currently priced into the $0.12 current stock 

price (with 351M shares outstanding). Should our conceptual ounces not materialize 

into discoveries and subsequent resources, we would expect the valuation of 

NuLegacy could suffer materially.  

Further, we would expect volatility in a changing and fluctuating gold price 

environment as with all commodity-based companies, NuLegacy’s value is closely tied 

to the gold price. For example, the stock has traded down ~31% YTD while the 

benchmark GDXJ is down approximately 21%. Going forward, the share price will 

dictate how much money the company is able or willing to raise to continue to fund 

exploration activities (we highlight the high share count of 351M shares outstanding 

fully diluted). Access to capital will ultimately be dictated by the capital markets, 

something that is difficult to predict and presents a considerable risk for a pre-

revenue company.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 28: Viewed on in situ method only  

 
Source: Company Reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates 

Project NAV

Red Hills (Serena) $88 $0.25

Exploration upside $11 $0.03

Total Project NAV $100 $0.28

Corporate Adjustment 

Equity raised for exploration $5 $0.01

Working Capital $58 $0.16

ITM Warrants & Options $11 $0.03

Corporate Adjustments $74 $0.21

Corporate NAV $174 $0.49

Shares (M) 353.1

Target Generation

Corporate NAVPS $0.49

Project NAVPS

Multiple 1.0x

Corporate Adjustments

Target NAV $0.49

Rounded $0.50 $0.50

In-situ method
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Canaccord Genuity is the global capital markets group of Canaccord Genuity Group Inc. (CF : TSX)
The recommendations and opinions expressed in this research report accurately reflect the research analyst's personal, independent and objective views about any and all
the companies and securities that are the subject of this report discussed herein.
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SPECULATIVE BUY
PRICE TARGET US$1.50
Price (29-Nov)
Ticker

US$0.99
PZG-NYSE

52-Week Range (US$): 1.01 - 1.64
Avg Daily Vol (000s)  : 19.1
Market Cap  (C$M): 25.3
Market Cap  (C$B): 26.7
Shares Out. (M)  : 25.5
Enterprise Value  (C$M): 23.8
Cash  (C$M): 8.0
NAV /Shr  (C$): 1.53
NAV /Shr (5%)  (US$): 4.59
P/NAV (x)  (C$): 0.22
Working Capital  (US$M): 7.9

FYE Jun 2017A 2018A 2019E
EBIT  (US$M) 7,712 6,085 5,891
EBITDA  (US$M) 7,717 6,088 5,896
EPS  (US$) 0.27 0.28 0.23
EV/EBITDA (x)  0.0 0.0 0.0
Net Debt (Cash)
  (US$M) (2) (0) (5)

Net Debt/EBITDA
(x)  (0.0) (0.0) (0.0)

Net Income 
(US$M) 4,484 6,068 5,891

P/E (x)  3.6 3.5 4.3
PBT  (US$M) 7,700 6,068 5,891
Sales  (US$M) 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Initiation of Coverage

Strategic value, leverage and the permitting puzzle
We are initiating coverage of Paramount Gold Nevada Corp with a SPECULATIVE BUY
rating and US$1.50 price target. Paramount’s 100% interest in the Grassy Mountain
gold project located in Eastern Oregon supports the majority of our NAV. In our view,
Grassy presents significant exploration upside in the form of new, undiscovered sinter
hot springs systems. Evidence of such systems were present at a recent site trip and we
highlight the company is currently undertaking advanced exploration activities including
drilling of several priority targets.
We believe permitting will be the key issue and next major catalyst for the company
outside of a potential discovery from ongoing drilling. With the recent submission and
acceptance of additional baseline environmental works we look toward Q1/19 for final
permit submission and roughly one year from then for potential acceptance. Though
we are progressive in the view that a permit will be granted, due to the low environmental
impact, remote location, small footprint and need for employment in the region, we
accept this is the largest source of risk. There is currently no active mining in the state
and this permit would be precedent setting, should it be granted. Due to the increased
risk of permitting we have appropriately discounted our NAV (11%) despite the project
having a pre-feasibility study.
Grassy Mountain is small, with only ~360koz in reserve (albeit at high-grades of +7g/t).
On our model, the project returns a 29% after-tax IRR with an assumption of exploration
success. As it is a large part of our thesis, we assume 1Mt of additional tonnes from
Wally Wood and North Spur (combined) at a conservative 5.5 g/t Au. We have converted
reserves to tonnes from tons but retain USD costs and target price as the stock is
exclusively traded in the United States.
Beyond Grassy, the company also owns the Sleeper deposit located in Nevada. The
project boasts a large, low-grade M&I resource of 297Mt averaging 0.33g/t Au for +3Moz
with an additional 1.5Moz of inferred at similar grades. We value the asset on an in
situ basis with a significant risk discount. We believe significant exploration upside still
exists at the property though it is not the focus for the company while Grassy is in pre-
development. We think a large exploration program could benefit the project by targeting
additional epithermal vein systems and looking for higher-grade oxide material.

Valuation
Our base case is predicated on the company’s 2018 preliminary feasibility study plus
appropriate cost assumptions and our view on the property’s exploration upside. We
model 2.4Mt at an average grade of 6.51g/t Au. On our forward curve derived price deck
which features a long-term US$1,415/oz gold price, we calculate a project NPV (11%)
for Grassy Mountain of US$61M. With $22M in in-situ / option value for the Sleeper
project and net corporate adjustments of $65M (which includes $55M in equity raised),
we derive a corporate NAV of US$148M. With 96M shares outstanding (including equity
raised to fund project development and ongoing exploration at a 10% market discount)
our NAVPS is US$1.53. Our rounded target price of US$1.50 represents a 52% 12-month
projected return which justifies our SPECULATIVE BUY rating.
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Figure 29: Investment Summary for Paramount Gold Nevada Corp.  

 
Source: Company Reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates, FactSet, Bloomberg Financial L.P. 
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Company Summary

Financial Summary

(Year Ended 30 June) 2018A 2019E 2020E

Catalyst Calendar Balance Statement (US$'000)

Results from phase one of the Grassy exploration project H1 2019 Working Capital -$472 $4,758 $42,343

Permitting submission H1 2019 Net Debt (Cash) -$0.3 -$4.8 -$42.4

Permitting receipt Mid 2020 Enterprise Value $25.4 $20.9 -$16.7

Major Shareholders Income Statement

Merril Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Inc. 1.1% Insiders 28.2% Exploration & Evaluation $4,223 $3,472 $4,000

The Vanguard Group Inc. 1.1% FCMI Financial Corp. 18.6% EPS $0.28 $0.23 $0.25

HSBC Global Asset Management (UK) Ltd. 1.1% Seabridge Gold, Inc. 8.5% EV / EBITDA 0.004x 0.004x -0.003x

Source: FactSet Cash F low Statement

Cash Flow, Operating -$5,841 $5,311 $6,424

Resource Summary Cash Flow, Investing -$2,400 $0 -$11,000

Category Mass (Mt) Grade (g/t Au) Cont'd. (Moz) Cash Flow, Financing $6,627 $10,911 $55,000

Grassy Equity FCF $1 $17 $61

Proven & Probable 1.56 7.23 0.36 Equity FCF / share $0.0 $0.48 $0.6

CG model 2.42 6.51 0.51 P/CF 30.569x 2.096x 1.572x

Sleeper NAV & Target Generation

Measured & Indicated 297.00 0.33 3.15 Project NAV (US$M) (US$/sh)

Grassy $60.5 $0.63

Grassy Sales Profile (CG Model) Sleeper $22.1 $0.23

2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E Project NAV $83 $0.86

Realized Gold Price (US$/oz) 1,338 1,333 1,374 1,415 Corporate Adjustments:

Gold Sales (oz) 0 13,638 32,834 48,516 Equity Raised (@$0.91/sh) $55.0 $0.57

Cash Cost (US$/oz) 0 566 629 629 Long-term debt -$55.0 -$0.57

AISC Cost (US$/oz) 0 640 734 734 Working Capital $59.8 $0.62

Capital raised for exploration $8.0 $0.08

G&A -$3.0 -$0.03

ITM Warrants & Options $0.0 $0.00

Corporate Adjustments $64.8 $0.67

Corporate NAV $147.4 $1.53

Shares (M, Fully Funded) 96

Target Generation:

  Corporate NAVPS $1.53

  Multiple 1.0x

  Target NAVPS $1.53

Target Price (Rounded) $1.50

Projected Return 48.5%

Implied P/NAV(5%) at Current Share Price 0.22x

Paramount Nevada Gold (PZG : NYSE) November 28, 2018

Paramount Gold Nevada is a U.S. based precious metals exploration and development company. Paramount owns 

100% of the Grassy Mountain Gold Project which consists of  9,300 acres located on private and BLM land in 

Malheur County, Oregon. The Grassy Mountain Gold Project contains a gold-silver deposit which has a PFS. 

Paramount also owns a 100% interest in the Sleeper Gold Project located in Northern Nevada, which includes the 

former producing Sleeper mine, which has a total of 2,322 unpatented mining claims (approximately 60 square 

miles).
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Property locations and history - Grassy Mountain – Oregon, U.S.A 

In our view, and likely the company’s as well, the Grassy Mountain project in eastern 

Oregon is Paramount’s flagship gold development asset. With a recently completed 

pre-feasibility study (2018) along with an ongoing exploration program and continued 

permit advancement, Paramount is well primed in our view to deliver several 

potentially catalytic news updates over the next several months. We view any drill 

results defining a new discovery at either Wally Wood or North Spur targets (discussed 

below) as potentially game changing.  

The original Grassy Mountain discovery was made by prospectors (Sherry and Yates) 

in 1984 and was sold to Atlas Minerals in 1986 following basic prospective and 

mapping. By 1991 Atlas had drilled nearly 70km from 400 holes having conducted 

advanced exploration on a number of targets along with considering both an 

underground and open pit scenario. By 1992, Newmont leased the ground for 

US$30M drilling an additional 15 holes and conducting detailed work ultimately 

determine the project did not fit with their corporate mandate (large projects). By 

2003 Seabridge (SEA-TSX; C$15.33 | SPEC BUY, Dalton Baretto) completed an option 

to acquire the property outright. With no work done on the property for nearly a 

decade, Seabridge optioned the property to Calico Resources who completed an 

additional 17 holes before being acquired by Paramount in 2016. Seabridge remains 

an investor with an 8.53% ownership.  

We view any drill results defining a new 

discovery at either Wally Wood or North 

Spur targets as potentially game 

changing 
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Figure 30: Property location  

 
Source: Company Reports 

The property is located approximately 20 miles outside of Vale Oregon, which is about 

one hour’s drive from Boise Idaho (Figure 30). Access is via unpaved ranch roads. 

Despite the relatively remote location, power runs approximately 4km from the 

proposed mine site (to the south). Figure 31 is a picture looking ~ north from atop 

Grassy Mountain, demonstrating the remote location of the project.  

Paramount Gold Nevada
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Figure 31: Photo looking ~north from the deposit  

 
Source: Canaccord Genuity  

 

Sleeper – Nevada, U.S.A 

Operated by AMAX mining from 1986 to 1996, the Sleeper Mine produced over 

1.6Moz Au and over 2.3Moz Ag from chiefly high-grade epithermal veins. Paramount 

has amassed a land position of over 15km2 proximal to the previous operation as 

seen in Figure 32. A PEA revised in 2017 outlines a large-scale operation which 

processes low-grade oxide ore via a heap-leach. Further investigation into processing 

the sulphide material is also discussed. In our view the project is likely to require a 

higher sustained gold price to advance toward further technical study and eventual 

development; however, we do view the land position and potential exploration upside 

as compelling. We currently value Sleeper on a discounted EV/oz in situ basis 

predicated on CG Au in situ database (Figure 2) which demonstrates a mean for M&I 

resources of US$70/oz and global resources of US$33/oz. Based on that we derive a 

discounted (10%) value for Sleeper of $22M outlined further in our valuation section 

below.  

In our view the project is likely to 

require a higher sustained gold price to 

advance… 

Paramount Gold Nevada
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Figure 32: Sleeper property location  
 
Figure 33: Sleeper claims  

 

 

 
Source: Company Reports 

 
Source: Company Reports 

  

The permitting predicament  

The permitting process is simple enough to understand. There are no active mines in 

Oregon, and therefore no mining permits have been granted in years. Paramount is 

embarking on what will be a precedent setting process for its Grassy Mountain 

project. The company guides an H1/19 submission of the final application to the 

DOGAMI (Department of Geology and Mineral Industries). DOGAMI then has 90 days 

to accept the permit as complete at which time a series of draft permits are granted 

as outlined in a Figure 34 from Paramount’s presentation we’ve included below.  

Figure 34: Permitting timeline from Paramount’s presentation  

 
Source: Company Reports 

 

We are believers in due process but understand permitting can cause serious delays, 

and even completely inhibit a project from moving forward. We outline this in more 

detail below. We have included what we view as a conservative discount rate of 11% 

reflecting the risk of final permit receipt and we have sufficiently delayed commercial 

production from the project until 2022. We are of the belief the permit will be granted 

but we explore, via scenario analysis below, what further delays and ultimately a no 

permit situation looks like for Paramount. Further detail on the permitting situation 

can be found in Appendix A.  
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Geology and exploration upside  

At Grassy, we see the potential for the company to add high-grade ounces through drill 

testing several key priority targets. North Spur, located approximately 500m ~ north of 

Grassy and Wally Wood (~2km NW) are two areas where, following our site visit, we 

see the potential for near-term discovery / expansion.  

Figure 35: Plan view of Grassy and regional targets 

 
Source: Company Reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates 

Grassy Mountain itself is a high-level, low-sulphidation sinter system, a previous hot 

spring that pumped superheated fluids that carried gold and silver. Mineralization 

occurs within highly altered sediments and fine, discontinuous (millimeter to sub 2cm 

scale) wispy veinlets. Further afield, and in fact surrounding the high-grade core of the 

Grassy sinter system, is low grade alteration and mineralization. Paramount actually 

boasts a much larger, lower grade M&I resource at Grassy of 27.9Mt averaging ~1g/t 

Au for 1.06Moz of Au), which is inclusive of the higher-grade reserve. Another target 

area, Crab Grass, located several kilometers to the east is another example of low-

grade gold mineralization. As Grassy’s high-grade zone doesn’t begin until 

approximately 120-150m below surface, our belief is that Crab Grass, as well as the 

aforementioned Wally Wood and North Spur zones, should be tested to depth. Figure 

35 shows a plan map of the region highlighting targets discussed while Figure 36 is a 

section view of the Grassy Mountain deposit demonstrating the geometry of the high-

grade zone as well as the low-grade envelope. 

Wally Wood and North Spur should be 

tested to depth 
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Figure 36: Section view (looking N70E) of Grassy Mountain deposit  

 
Source: Company Reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates 

 

As this is a hot spring system, and tectonic activity in the region of 10-15My was 

rampant to say the least, one can envision crustal migration driven in large part to the 

Yellowstone Caldera. Numerous faults occurred in the district and company geologists 

believe key structural intersections between north-south trending and 70- degree east 

trending faults are key to the broader mineralizing event at Grassy and could be 

responsible for other deposits property wide.  

In our view, targeting along these structures to the north of Grassy could be key to 

discovering additional future high-grade mine feed. The sheer lack of exploration 

outside of the Grassy Mountain itself is evidenced by its history. Once discovered, it 

was optioned and drilled, testing the extent of Grassy only. When Newmont took the 

reins, they were not necessarily engaged in green/brownfield exploration but instead 

assessing the economic viability of the known deposit. It then sat idle for over ten 

..north-south trending and 70-degree 

east trending faults are key to the 

broader mineralizing event at Grassy.. 
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years in Seabridge’s portfolio until Calico and now Paramount have essentially only 

undertaken the task of proving economic viability through pre-feasibility. We think it 

prudent for regional targets to be drill tested while other, lower priority targets get 

advanced through surface sampling, geophysics, etc. According to recent news 

releases including the launch of a regional exploration program, and acquisitions of 

land claims in proximity to the deposit, this appears to be underway. Obviously 

economic viability hinges on permit receipt; however, in our view an operation 

scenario becomes far more enticing with the addition of one, or maybe even two 

satellite deposits.  

Figure 37 below demonstrates sinter material from core at Grassy Mountain.  

Figure 37: Core from Grassy Mountain  

 
Source: Canaccord Genuity 

 

Recent land acquisition in the area of Grassy (essentially due west of the project), has 

historic epithermal vein evidence including several historic drill holes. The company 

will prioritize exploration targets but we wouldn’t be surprised to see a few scout holes 

verifying historic data into this interesting area.  

 

CG mine model  

Figure 38 outlines key mine model parameters. We have taken similar cost 

assumptions given in the PFS and made what we view to be conservative, but 

appropriate escalations. With an addition of 1Mt averaging a conservative 5.5g/t Au 

added to the current 1.56Mt reserve (at 7g/t), we model an 11-year mine life. Over 

the LOM Grassy Mountain would produce 43koz/a at average cash costs of 

US$624/oz and all-in sustaining costs (AISC) of US$726/oz.  
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Figure 38: Key mine model parameters for Grassy Mountain  

 
Source: Company Reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates 

 

Valuation   

Based on the previously outlined mine parameters, the Grassy Mountain operation 

generates an after tax NPV (11%) of US$61M with an IRR of 29%. We use a 

conservative 11% discount rate to reflect the added risk surrounding permitting 

uncertainty despite the project being de-risked to a large degree on a technical level 

with the delivery of the PFS. 

Figure 38 outlines our target price calculation which includes US$61M for Grassy 

Mountain and US$22M for Sleeper (in situ) for a total project NAV of US$83M. With 

net corporate adjustments of US$65M, inclusive of US$55M in equity raised (50% of 

the capital required for the project, raised at a 10% discount to the market) and 

US$55M in debt, we derive a corporate NAV of US$147M. With 96M shares 

outstanding on a fully funded basis our target NAVPS is US$1.53, which we round to 

US$1.50. Our target generates a 52% projected 12-month return justifying a BUY 

rating, which we qualify as SPECULATIVE due to the project’s current unpermitted and 

unfunded state.  

Viewed alternatively, on a normalized and unfunded basis (5% discount rate), Grassy 

Mountain generates a US$122M NPV (5%). The unfunded US$5.34/sh project NAV 

Grassy Mountain CG model

100% Basis

INPUTS

Gold Price, Long-term US$/oz $1,415

Exchange Rate CAD/USD 0.78

OPERATING METRICS

Total Ore to Process Mt 2.4

Average Au Grade g/t 6.51

Initial Mill Design Throughput t/d 680

Metallurgical Recovery % 95%

Average Annual Production oz/a 43,453

Mine Life Years 11

COSTS

Initial Capital Costs US$M $110

Sustaining Capital Costs US$M $50

Total Mining Costs US$/t $85.00

Processing Costs US$/t $25.00

G&A Costs US$/t $10.00

Operating Costs US$/t $120.00

Cash Costs US$/oz $624

AISC US$/oz $726

ECONOMICS

After tax NPV (11%) Us$M $61

After tax IRR % 29%
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would be subject to a 0.27x multiple plus net corporate adjustments of $0.07 to 

arrive at our unrounded US$1.53/sh target. The current 0.22x P/NAV multiple is a 

100% discount to covered exploration peers currently trading at 0.42x.  

Figure 39: NAVPS and target price generation for Paramount Gold Nevada  

 
Source: Company Reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates 

Risks  

Several risks to our target price exist including the already discussed (and further 

detailed in Appendix A) permitting scenario, ability to fund the project and, as is the 

case with all gold companies, commodity price risk. Finally, though we feel we have 

been conservative on lead-time for permitting and start up as well as capital and 

operating cost assumptions, there is always risk projects run over budget, get delayed 

and experience operational issues. These should all be considered when investing in 

development stage assets. We outline several scenarios below including the effect on 

our NAVPS due to a rising and falling gold price and changes in operating cost 

assumptions. 

Scenario analysis  

We have employed a scenario analysis to assess various changes to our model. How 

those changes impact our target NAVPS is summarized in Figure 40 below. 

US$M US$/sh US$M US$/sh

Project NAV

Grassy (1) $61 $0.63 $122 $4.52

Sleeper (4) $22 $0.23 $22 $0.82

Total Project NAV $83 $0.86 $144 $5.34

Corporate Adjustments

Equity Raised (@$0.91/sh) (3) $55 $0.57

Long-term debt -$55 -$0.57 -$55 -$2.03

Working Capital $60 $0.62 $60 $2.21

Capital raised for exploration $8 $0.08

G&A -$3 -$0.03 -$3 -$0.11

ITM Warrants & Options $0 $0.00 $0 $0.00

Corporate Adjustments $65 $0.67 $2 $0.07

Corporate NAV $147 $1.53 $146 $5.41

Shares (Basic + ITM, M) 27

Shares (Fully Funded, M) 96

Target Generation

Corporate NAVPS $1.53

Project NAVPS 5

Multiple 1.00x 0.27x

Corporate Adjustments 0

Target NAV $1.53 $1.53

Target Price (Rounded) $1.50 $1.50

Projected Return 48.5% 48.5%

Implied P/NAV(5%) at Current Share Price 0.22x

Notes: 1. 11% cost of capital (WACC), P/NAV approaches 1.0x

2. Fixed 5% discount rate, variable P/NAV multiple

3. Equity raised @ $0.91/sh

4. In-Situ value 

EV/oz  Method (1) P/NAV Method (2)
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A. No permit, default to global in situ valuation. In a scenario where a permit is 

not granted, and no operation case can proceed, we would, in theory default 

to an in situ base case valuation. In this case, our target NAVPS would suffer 

by 21% or US$0.33.  

B. No exploration success. We have assumed 1Mt averaging 5.5g/t Au as part 

of our base case valuation. In the event there was no exploration success 

whatsoever, our target NAVPS would drop by US$0.33.    

C. 2-year delay. We have been conservative in our model with our assumption 

that Grassy will achieve commercial production by 2022. In the event that the 

permitting situation is more difficult than anticipated and the ramp up is 

delayed a further two years, our base case US$1.58/sh target would drop by 

US$0.27.  

D. Higher costs (+10%).  A 10% increase in our estimated operating and initial 

capital costs has a US$0.25 or 16% negative impact on our base NAVPS.  

E. Further de-risked (-2% on WACC).  We expect further permitting clarity to act 

as a de-risking milestone for Paramount. With a reduction in the assumed 

weighted average cost of capital used in our base case (to 9% from the 

current 11%), our target NAVPS would rise by US$0.17.  

F. 2x exploration success. As mentioned, we have assumed 1Mt averaging 

5.5g/t Au in exploration success as part of our base case. In the event the 

company is doubly successful, and is able to discover 2Mt of material, our 

target price would rise by US$0.18 or 11%.   

G. 10% cost reduction.  With a 10% reduction in operating costs and initial 

capital assumptions, our target price would increase by US$0.29. 

H. Higher grade discovery.  We have modeled a 5.5g/t discovery. Grassy 

Mountain’s reserve grade is approximately 7g/t. If our assumed discovery is 

higher grade, and matched Grassy’s reserve grade, our base case NAVPS 

would increase by US$0.33 or 21%.  

Our downside scenarios (A-D) suggest a bear case target NAVPS of US$0.40 or  

-62% from the current price. Alternatively, our upside scenarios (E-H) suggest a 

bull case target NAVPS of US$2.55, or +143%. In our view, Paramount has a risk 

profile skewed to the upside, consistent with our SPECULATIVE BUY rating. 
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Figure 40: Full scenario analysis for Paramount (PZG)  

 
Source: Company Reports, Canaccord Genuity estimates 

 

 

 

US$/sh

A No permit (in-situ) -0.33

B -0.33

C Delay 2 years -0.27

D -0.25

E 0.17

F 0.18

G 10% lower costs (including capex) 0.29

H 0.33

No exploration success 

2x exploration success

Higher grade 

De-risked (2% lower WACC)

10% higher costs 

$0.35

$1.53

$2.50

$0.00

$0.50

$1.00

$1.50

$2.00

$2.50

$3.00
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$1.01

$0.35

$1.53

$2.50

$0.00

$0.50

$1.00

$1.50

$2.00

$2.50

$3.00

Current
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1-Year

Target

NAVPS
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Appendix A – Permitting a mine in Oregon  

The permitting process at Grassy has been ongoing for over 30 years through different 

owners.  Atlas was the first owner to collect geologic, engineering and environmental 

baseline data through the late 1980s and completed a Feasibility Study in 1990. 

From 2012 to 2016 Calico, another owner, began the permitting process for an 

underground-mining operation at Grassy Mountain. In 2016, Paramount acquired 

Calico and continued the permitting process.  

Permitting in Oregon involves three key components; an environmental baseline study 

for all resource categories, meeting all Division 37 Rules, and implementing a pro-

active community involvement and consultation process. Division 37, designed to 

promote a consolidated permitting pathway, mandates the Department of Geology 

and Mineral Industries (DOGMAI) manages and facilitates the regulatory permitting 

process, and DOGMAI acts as the facilitating state agency and state clearinghouse for 

the mine-permitting process. DOGMAI coordinates with other agencies to avoid 

duplication on the part of the applicants and related agency requests. DOGMAI 

officials have indicated that the Division 37 timeline for this requirement can be 

expected to be about one year from the date that a “complete application” is 

submitted for the regulatory process to be conducted, and a permit issued. The 

Oregon Division 37 Consolidated Permit Application includes the following: general 

information, existing environmental-baseline data, operating plan, reclamation and 

closure plan and alternative analysis. It also involves the BLM and permitting must 

satisfy all National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requirements. Although there has 

been no mining activity in the state since the 1990s these processes are in place to 

be able to permit a mine in Oregon. 

Step one for permitting is entering into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). 

Paramount entered into a MOU in March 2017 with the State. In the state of Oregon, 

there are multiple permits required and entering into a MOU is a way for DOGMAI and 

other state agencies to recover costs for its involvement in processing the permit 

application. Calico, the previous owners of the project, entered into the MOU in 2014 

to process the permit application for Grassy. Since then, DOGMAI has hired a 

consulting firm to provide expertise that is not available from the staff of the various 

agencies involved with the permitting process.  

 

Baseline studies for all resource categories need to be completed as well, these are 

currently in progress, and expected be completed by the end of 2018. The company 

also has filed multiple Notices of Intent (NOIs) under Division 37 which initiates the 

state permitting process and baseline-data collection. The multiple filings are due to 

changes in the scope of the operation, as well as the configuration of the Project 

Areas. The NOI also initiates the Division 37 permit process and provides public notice 

that the project is proceeding into the permitting phase. As part of initiating the public 

notification process, an interagency Technical Review Team (TRT) is organized to 

provide interdisciplinary review of the technical permitting issues for Oregon’s 

Consolidated permitting process.  

In May 2017, DOGMAI administrators and the TRT had reviewed and accepted the 

Environmental Baseline Works Plan Grassy Mountain Mine Project. In July 2017 a 

“Notice of Prospective Applicant’s Readiness to collect baseline data” was issued by 

DOGMAI and the program is currently being implemented and expected to be finished 

by Q4/18. TRT also approved the work plans and the company is now authorized to 

prepare the Division 37 Consolidated permit application for Grassy. The application, 

under Oregon laws, requires the following elements: general information, the existing 
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environmental baseline data, operating plan, reclamation and closure plan, and an 

alternative analysis.  

As part of Division 37, the company has submitted a Plan of Operation. This is 

required for any surface disturbance in excess of five acres and describes the 

operation procedures for the construction, operation and closure of the project. It is 

overseen by the Bureau of Lands Management (BLM), and Paramount submitted its 

plan application in September 2017. The Plan outlines approximately 265 acres of 

proposed surface disturbance for the planned underground mine, process plant, 

waste-rock storage, tailings storage, ore stockpile, water-well sites and distribution 

system, electrical power substation and distribution system, ancillary facilities, 

reclamation and closure. The BLM has requested additional details, which are 

expected to be presented by the company in Q4/18. When the BLM issues a 

completeness letter for the Plan, the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) will be 

triggered. The BLM has stated that the NEPA review process at Grassy will be an 

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), which must be completed within 365 days.  

 

A key authorization permit that is needed is the permit for Chemical Processing 

Mining. The consolidated permit also requires approval by ODEQ which address other 

environmental stipulations. The chemical process mining permit is for a mining and 

processing operation with metal-bearing ores that uses chemicals to dissolve metals 

from ore. Since the Grassy processing facility will employ cyanide in the metallurgical 

process, this will be a necessary permit.  

Once the consolidated permit application is completed, a completeness review will be 

conducted by TRT and a notice to proceed with the preparation of draft permits will be 

issued by DOGMAI. The company anticipates completing the consolidated permit 

application by H1/2019 and receiving the permit in H2/2020. An Environmental 

Evaluation will also be prepared by a third-party contractor, and this will be issued at 

least 60 days prior to the issuance of any draft permits. The EE is not a federal NEPA 

requirement, but a State of Oregon requirement. Concurrently with this assessment, 

DOGMAI will also use the contractor to prepare a socioeconomic analysis which will 

identify major and reasonable foreseeable socioeconomic impacts on individuals and 

communities located in the vicinity of the proposed mine. Particular analysis will 

describe the impacts on the population, economics, infrastructure and fiscal 

structure.  

Finally, the company is also required to implement a proactive community 

involvement and consultation which includes hiring locals preferentially, using local 

contracting and purchasing where practicable, and providing mine job training to 

enable an experienced workforce.  
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Appendix B – Management and directors 

Corvus Gold Inc. 

Jeffrey A. Pontius – CEO & President, Director  

Mr. Pontius has over 35 years of geological experience and possesses a distinguished 

track record of successful discovery that now includes five precious metal deposits in 

North America of over one million ounces of gold. Significantly, he led the discovery of 

the new Livengood Gold Deposit in Alaska which now has a total resource of 19.7 

million ounces of gold and continues to expand. Additionally, he led the discovery and 

development team for the Cripple Creek Deposit in Colorado, which is operated by 

AngloGold Ashanti and contains over 15 million ounces of gold. He also led the 

discovery work on two other Nevada gold deposits; Yankee Mine & Elder Creek Mine. 

Mr. Pontius has demonstrated exceptional skill at operating junior mining companies 

that have provided shareholders with excellent returns on their investments. He spent 

five years as the President and CEO of International Tower Hill Mines Ltd. (ITH) which 

has made a number of gold and copper-gold discoveries in Alaska and Nevada, the 

most notable being the Livengood Gold Deposit. Prior to working at ITH, Mr. Pontius 

spent seven years as the US and North American Exploration Manager for AngloGold 

Ashanti as well as participating as a Director of Anglo American (USA) Exploration Inc. 

and a member of AngloGold Ashanti's regional business development team. 

Mr. Pontius holds a Masters Degree from the University of Idaho (Economic Geology), 

a B.Sc. from Huxley College of Environmental Studies (Environmental Science) and a 

B.Sc. from Western Washington University (Geology). 

Carl Brechtel – Chief Operating Officer  

Carl has over 35 years of mining industry experience and specializes in the design and 

development of both open pit and underground projects. Mr. Brechtel's recent 

experience includes serving as President and Chief Operating Officer for International 

Tower Hill Mines Ltd., and various project development roles with AngloGold Ashanti 

including Pre-feasibility Manager and Manager of Underground Mining. Mr. Brechtel's 

extensive operational and project development history in various geologic settings 

spans projects in North America, Australia, South America and Africa. Carl holds a 

B.Sc. Geological Engineering from University of Utah and a M.Sc. Mining Engineering 

University of Utah. 

Peggy Wu – Chief Financial Officer  

Ms. Wu is a Chartered Accountant (2009) with strong working knowledge of 

International Financial Reporting Standards, Canadian and US Generally Accepted 

Accounting Principles and public company reporting requirements. She is currently the 

CFO for Indico Resources Inc. as well as the Financial Reporting Specialist for the 

Cardero Group of Companies, which include Balmoral Resources Ltd. and Abzu Gold 

Ltd. Previously, she served as the Senior Staff Accountant and Supervisor at Smythe 

Ratcliffe LLP, Chartered Accountants, from 2007 to 2010, where she oversaw all 

aspects of financial reporting for several publicly traded companies. 

Marla K. Ritchie – Corporate Secretary  

Ms. Ritchie brings over 25 years of experience in public markets working as an 

Administrator and Corporate Secretary specializing in resource-based exploration 

companies. Since 2001, she has worked as Corporate Secretary for Cardero Resource 

Corp. Between 1992 to 2003, Marla worked for Ascot Resources Ltd, Brett Resources 

Inc, Golden Band Resources Inc, Hyder Gold Inc., Leicester Diamond Mines Ltd., Loki 

Gold Corporation, Oliver Gold Corporation and Solomon Resources Limited. 
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Catherine Gignac – Director  

Ms. Gignac is a geologist and analyst with over 25 years of experience in the mining 

industry. She has held various roles within the financial sector including Mining 

Analyst and Managing Director with Northland Capital Partners, Wellington West, 

Dundee Securities, UBS Securities, RBC Capital Markets and Merrill Lynch Canada. 

Ms. Gignac's experience also includes work as an exploration geologist at Barrick Gold 

Corporation. She received an Honors B.Sc in Geology from McMaster University. 

Steve K. Aaker – Director  

Mr. Aaker has more than 30 years of experience in the mining industry, including 18 

years of association with the Franco-Nevada royalty portfolio, and served as Group 

Executive for Newmont Capital Limited from 2002 to 2007. Prior to the acquisition of 

Franco-Nevada Mining Corporation Limited (Old Franco-Nevada) by Newmont Mining 

Corporation in 2002, Mr. Aaker served as Vice President for Old Franco-Nevada, Euro-

Nevada Mining Corp. Ltd. and Redstone Resources Inc., based in Reno, Nevada. Mr. 

Aaker has been associated with the majority of the U.S. acquisitions made by those 

companies. Prior to joining Old Franco-Nevada, Mr. Aaker was an independent 

geological consultant. He holds a Bachelor's degree in geology from the University of 

Colorado. 

Anton Drescher – Director  

Mr. Drescher is a Certified Management Accountant, a designation he has held since 

1981. He is a director and officer of Oculus Visiontech Inc., a director of Xiana Mining 

Inc., Trevali Mining Corporation and International Tower Hill Mines.  In addition, Tony is 

also the president of Westpoint Management Consultants Limited, a private company 

engaged in tax and accounting consulting for business reorganizations since 1979 

and president of Harbour Pacific Capital Corp., a private British Columbia company 

involved in regulatory filings for businesses in Canada since 1998.  Prior experience 

includes involvement as a director at USA Video Interactive Corp., Dorato Resources 

Inc., Landmark Minerals Inc., Ravencrest Resources Ltd. and Waymar Resources Ltd., 

all public companies listed on the TSXV. He is the Chairman of the Company's audit 

committee. 

Ed Yarrow – Director  

Mr. Yarrow is a senior economic geologist with over 35 years of experience in the 

minerals industry. He has been involved in a number of discoveries of massive 

sulphide, magmatic nickel, tungsten and gold during this timeframe. Recently retired 

as V.P. Exploration of Anglo American PLC with responsibility for North America and 

Europe, Mr. Yarrow has extensive experience in commercial and legal aspects of the 

business and new business development in a number of different countries. 

Rowland Perkins – Director  

Mr. Perkins has been the President and a director of eBackup Inc., a company 

specializing in online backup solutions for computers, since 2001. Previously, he was 

the Marketing Manager of Intellisave Datavaults Inc. (Securinet Inc.). Mr. Perkins is 

also a director of USA Video Interactive Corporation and Ravencrest Resources Ltd. 

Source: Corvus Gold Website 
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NuLegacy 

 

Albert Matter – Chairman, Director 

Albert Matter continues to develop the Company's strategic agenda and ongoing 

business plans while supporting the CEO's financing efforts and value recognition 

programs. 

Mr. Matter has 40 years of diverse experience financing both public and private 

companies, and structuring and negotiating transactions with particular expertise in 

the mining industry. He provided corporate finance, strategic planning, mergers and 

acquisition, and business development assistance to numerous corporations and high 

net worth individuals, frequently working with leading names in the Western Canadian 

business and investment communities. He is one of the founding partners of National 

Gold Corporation, Gryphon Gold Corporation and NuLegacy Gold Corporation.  Mr. 

Matter has a BA degree in Economics. When he isn’t working, Mr. Matter enjoys 

reading, wine tasting and people watching. 

James Anderson – Chief Executive Officer, Director  

James Anderson is responsible for all aspects of the daily management of the 

company and for presenting the company's story to both individual and institutional 

investors. Additionally, he leads the company's ongoing efforts to secure the financing 

necessary to continue to grow shareholder value through the discovery of mineral 

wealth. 

A graduate of the University of Alberta, Mr. Anderson spent 19 years as an investment 

banker, then manager, with several boutique-sized Canadian investment firms 

including First Canada Capital Partners Ltd., Research Capital Corp., and Majendie 

Securities Ltd. Mr. Anderson has spent much of his career providing investment 

advice to clients who were directly involved in the public capital markets. He was 

instrumental in the financing of numerous micro-cap public companies, especially in 

the area of mining exploration. Mr. Anderson was born in the mining community of 

Timmins, Ontario, and now makes his home in North Vancouver, B.C. with his wife of 

28 years. 

Edward L. Cope – Director, Evaluations & Acquisitions 

Mr. Cope's management strengths in strategic planning, program development and 

project execution have resulted in a successful track record of discovery over his 30+ 

year career in mineral exploration. 

Ed joined Barrick in 1996 and was appointed Vice President Exploration - North 

America in 2007, the position he held until retiring at the end of 2016. Ed brings 21 

years' experience managing Barrick's exploration programs principally focused on the 

'elephant sized' gold deposits of the Carlin and Cortez gold trends of Nevada. Mr. 

Cope's ability to recognize, attract and develop/mentor geological talent created the 

discovery driven exploration team responsible for the significant growth in Barrick's 

Nevada reserves and resources. The team discovered substantial additional ounces of 

gold at existing mines and discovered the huge standalone gold deposits at Goldrush 

and South Arturo. 

In 2014, Ed, along with his team members, were co-recipients of the Prospectors & 

Developers Association of Canada's "Thayer Lindsley International Mineral Discovery 

of the Year" award for the discovery of the 10+ million-ounce Goldrush deposit. He 

holds a B.Sc. in Geology from the University of Windsor and a M.S. in Economic 

Geology from Colorado State University. 
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Danny Lee – V.P. Administration & Chief Financial Officer  

Danny Lee is a Chartered Professional Accountant (CPA, CA) with more than 20 years 

of experience and is responsible for administration, corporate reporting, budgeting 

and corporate governance. 

Mr. Lee's experience includes financial reporting for both Canadian and US listed 

companies with international subsidiaries, corporate finance, strategic planning, tax 

planning, corporate governance, equity financings and due diligence for acquisitions. 

Mr. Lee was part of the Eagle Hill Exploration's management team that completed a 

four-way merger into what is known now as Osisko Mining. Mr. Lee has a Bachelor of 

Commerce degree from the University of British Columbia and articled with Deloitte. 

Photography and sightseeing are Mr. Lee’s hobbies. 

Source: Nulegacy Gold Corporation Website 

 

Paramount Nevada Gold 

 

Glen Van Treek – President and Chief Executive Officer  

Mr. Van Treek is the President and a director of Paramount Gold Nevada Corp. since 

February 2015. He was formerly the Chief Operating Officer and V.P. Exploration of 

Paramount Gold and Silver Corp and served in this role from January 2011 through 

the April 2015 merger with Coeur Mining, Inc. He has over 25 years of progressive 

global experience in all stages of mineral exploration. Prior to joining Paramount, for 

ten years he held various senior positions at Teck Resources Ltd. and most recently 

he managed the production geology, resource modeling and exploration programs at 

Teck’s Quebrada Blanca mine in Chile. Prior to his experience at Teck, Mr. Van Treek 

held positions with Placer Dome and other junior exploration companies. He is a 

graduate geologist from the University of Chile. 

Carlo Buffone – Chief Financial Officer  

Mr. Buffone is the Chief Financial Officer of Paramount Gold Nevada Corp. He was 

formerly the Chief Financial Officer of Paramount Gold and Silver Corp. and had 

served in this role since February 2010 through the merger with Coeur Mining, Inc. in 

April 2015. Prior to joining Paramount, from 2005 to January 2010 Mr. Buffone 

founded a private wine agency which developed sales channels for Italian artisanal 

wine makers. From 1995 to 2005, he held various senior financial management 

positions including his employment as a corporate development specialist for CMA 

Holdings Group, a wealth management firm with over $35 billion in assets under 

administration where he was responsible for mergers and acquisitions. Mr. Buffone is 

a CTA and Certified Management Accountant (CMA). He received his Bachelor of 

Commerce Degree from the University of Ottawa in 1993 and studied mergers and 

acquisitions at the Kellogg School of Management at Northwestern University in 

2004. 

John W. Seaberg – Executive Chairman  

Mr. Seaberg has over 25 years of experience in the mining industry spanning a wide 

array of positions with a focus on capital markets and strategic relationships.  Mr. 

Seaberg completed a Bachelor of Science and Business Administration at Colorado 

State University, which he followed up with a Master of Business Administration from 

the University of Denver. 
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Mr. Seaberg was appointed to the Board in June 2018 and serves as the Boards 

Executive Chairman.  From 2015-2018, Mr. Seaberg acted as Senior Vice President, 

Strategic Relations for Klondex Mines and was responsible for executing the 

company’s global Investor Relations Strategy. In his 10 years with Newmont Mining 

from 2003-2013, the world’s second largest gold producer, Mr. Seaberg served 

several roles including Vice President of Investor Relations and Director of Corporate 

Development. Prior to his tenure with Newmont, Mr. Seaberg spent 6 years with Apex 

Silver Mines Corporation, a silver producer, serving as controller and treasurer. 

Nancy J. Wolverson – U.S. Project Manager 

Ms. Wolverson is the US Project Manager for Paramount Gold Nevada Corp.  She 

previously held the same position at Paramount Gold and Silver Corp from 2011 to 

2015.  Ms. Wolverson has over 30 years of experience in mineral exploration and 

development throughout the US and internationally, including more than 15 years in 

Nevada.  She has recently been a consulting geologist for several junior exploration 

companies and throughout her career has worked for large and small mining 

companies.  Her development experience includes Haile, SC (AMAX Gold) and Bodie, 

CA (AMAX Gold).  Ms. Wolverson has a Master’s degree in Geology from the Mackay 

School of Mines in Reno, Nevada and an MBA in Finance from the University of 

Missouri-St. Louis.  She is also a Certified Professional Geologist (AIPG-11048). 

Source: Paramount Nevada Gold Website 
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Analysts employed outside the US are not registered as research analysts with FINRA. These analysts may not be associated persons of
Canaccord Genuity LLC and therefore may not be subject to the FINRA Rule 2241 and NYSE Rule 472 restrictions on communications
with a subject company, public appearances and trading securities held by a research analyst account.
Sector Coverage
Individuals identified as “Sector Coverage” cover a subject company’s industry in the identified jurisdiction, but are not authoring
analysts of the report.

Investment Recommendation
Date and time of first dissemination: November 29, 2018, 19:18 ET
Date and time of production: December 03, 2018, 12:19 ET
Target Price / Valuation Methodology:
Corvus Gold Inc. - KOR
Our C$2.87 NAVPS is based on C$374M NPV (10%) for the combined North Bullfrog and Mother Lode operation funded through an
equity/debt split (50% with equity at $2.24/ sh, or 10% discount to market) plus corporate adjustments of 307M.
NuLegacy Gold Corporation - NUG
We model a 5.89Mt conceptual resource (5.66g/t Au), using CG’s forward curve derived long-term gold price (US$1,415/oz) we generate
an after tax NPV (14%) of C$117M for the Serena conceptual mine project. We include $11M in value for lower-grade resources
and exploration upside. Net corporate adjustments of $69M, inclusive of a C $5M equity raise (at 10% market discount) to finance
exploration and C$49M to fund project construction, leads to a corporate NAVPS of $0.25.
Paramount Gold Nevada - PZG
On our forward curve derived price deck which features a long-term US$1,415/oz gold price, we calculate a project NPV (11%) for
Grassy Mountain of US$61M. With $22M in in-situ / option value for the Sleeper project and net corporate adjustments of $65M (which
includes $55M in equity raised), we derive a corporate NAV of US$148M. With 96M shares outstanding (including equity raised to fund
project development and ongoing exploration at a 10% market discount) our NAVPS is US$1.53.
Risks to achieving Target Price / Valuation:
Corvus Gold Inc. - KOR
Risks to our target price include the ability to permit the project, access to capital (i.e., can the project get funded), the broader
commodity market and commodity price and operational risks (i.e., conversion of resources to reserves, ramp-up and capital
escalations).
NuLegacy Gold Corporation - NUG
Risks to our target include continued access to capital (for funding ongoing exploration and potential future development), commodity
price fluctuations and, in this case especially, exploration success.
Paramount Gold Nevada - PZG
Several risks to our target price exist including the permitting scenario, ability to fund the project and, as is the case with all gold
companies, commodity price risk. Finally, though we feel we have been conservative on lead-time for permitting and start up as well as
capital and operating cost assumptions, there is always risk projects run over budget, get delayed and experience operational issues.
These should all be considered when investing in development stage assets. We outline several scenarios below including the effect on
our NAVPS due to a rising and falling gold price and changes in operating cost assumptions.
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Distribution of Ratings:
Global Stock Ratings (as of 11/29/18)
Rating Coverage Universe IB Clients

# % %
Buy 571 64.52% 46.23%
Hold 196 22.15% 31.12%
Sell 8 0.90% 25.00%
Speculative Buy 110 12.43% 66.36%

885* 100.0%
*Total includes stocks that are Under Review

Canaccord Genuity Ratings System
BUY: The stock is expected to generate risk-adjusted returns of over 10% during the next 12 months.

HOLD: The stock is expected to generate risk-adjusted returns of 0-10% during the next 12 months.

SELL: The stock is expected to generate negative risk-adjusted returns during the next 12 months.

NOT RATED: Canaccord Genuity does not provide research coverage of the relevant issuer.
“Risk-adjusted return” refers to the expected return in relation to the amount of risk associated with the designated investment or the
relevant issuer.
Risk Qualifier
SPECULATIVE: Stocks bear significantly higher risk that typically cannot be valued by normal fundamental criteria. Investments in the
stock may result in material loss.

12-Month Recommendation History (as of date same as the Global Stock Ratings table)
A list of all the recommendations on any issuer under coverage that was disseminated during the preceding 12-month period
may be obtained at the following website (provided as a hyperlink if this report is being read electronically) http://disclosures-
mar.canaccordgenuity.com/EN/Pages/default.aspx

Required Company-Specific Disclosures (as of date of this publication)
Canaccord Genuity or one or more of its affiliated companies intend to seek or expect to receive compensation for Investment Banking
services from Corvus Gold Inc., NuLegacy Gold Corporation and Paramount Gold Nevada in the next three months.
An analyst has visited the material operations of Corvus Gold Inc. and Paramount Gold Nevada. Partial payment was received for the
related travel costs.
An analyst has visited the material operations of NuLegacy Gold Corporation. Full payment was received for the related travel costs.

Corvus Gold Inc. Rating History as of 11/28/2018
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C$0.50

C$0.00
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Closing Price Price Target

Buy (B); Speculative Buy (SB); Sell (S); Hold (H); Suspended (SU); Under Review (UR); Restricted (RE); Not Rated (NR)
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NuLegacy Gold Corporation Rating History as of 11/28/2018
C$0.60
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Jan 14 Apr 14 Jul 14 Oct 14 Jan 15 Apr 15 Jul 15 Oct 15 Jan 16 Apr 16 Jul 16 Oct 16 Jan 17 Apr 17 Jul 17 Oct 17 Jan 18 Apr 18 Jul 18 Oct 18

Closing Price Price Target

Buy (B); Speculative Buy (SB); Sell (S); Hold (H); Suspended (SU); Under Review (UR); Restricted (RE); Not Rated (NR)

Paramount Gold Nevada Rating History as of 11/28/2018
$3.00

$2.50

$2.00

$1.50
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$0.50
Jan 14 Apr 14 Jul 14 Oct 14 Jan 15 Apr 15 Jul 15 Oct 15 Jan 16 Apr 16 Jul 16 Oct 16 Jan 17 Apr 17 Jul 17 Oct 17 Jan 18 Apr 18 Jul 18 Oct 18

Closing Price Price Target

Buy (B); Speculative Buy (SB); Sell (S); Hold (H); Suspended (SU); Under Review (UR); Restricted (RE); Not Rated (NR)

Past performance
In line with Article 44(4)(b), MiFID II Delegated Regulation, we disclose price performance for the preceding five years or the whole period
for which the financial instrument has been offered or investment service provided where less than five years. Please note price history
refers to actual past performance, and that past performance is not a reliable indicator of future price and/or performance.

Online Disclosures
Up-to-date disclosures may be obtained at the following website (provided as a hyperlink if this report is being read electronically)
http://disclosures.canaccordgenuity.com/EN/Pages/default.aspx; or by sending a request to Canaccord Genuity Corp. Research, Attn:
Disclosures, P.O. Box 10337 Pacific Centre, 2200-609 Granville Street, Vancouver, BC, Canada V7Y 1H2; or by sending a request
by email to disclosures@canaccordgenuity.com. The reader may also obtain a copy of Canaccord Genuity’s policies and procedures
regarding the dissemination of research by following the steps outlined above.
General Disclaimers
See “Required Company-Specific Disclosures” above for any of the following disclosures required as to companies referred to in this
report: manager or co-manager roles; 1% or other ownership; compensation for certain services; types of client relationships; research
analyst conflicts; managed/co-managed public offerings in prior periods; directorships; market making in equity securities and related
derivatives. For reports identified above as compendium reports, the foregoing required company-specific disclosures can be found in
a hyperlink located in the section labeled, “Compendium Reports.” “Canaccord Genuity” is the business name used by certain wholly
owned subsidiaries of Canaccord Genuity Group Inc., including Canaccord Genuity LLC, Canaccord Genuity Limited, Canaccord Genuity
Corp., and Canaccord Genuity (Australia) Limited, an affiliated company that is 50%-owned by Canaccord Genuity Group Inc.
The authoring analysts who are responsible for the preparation of this research are employed by Canaccord Genuity Corp. a Canadian
broker-dealer with principal offices located in Vancouver, Calgary, Toronto, Montreal, or Canaccord Genuity LLC, a US broker-dealer
with principal offices located in New York, Boston, San Francisco and Houston, or Canaccord Genuity Limited., a UK broker-dealer with
principal offices located in London (UK) and Dublin (Ireland), or Canaccord Genuity (Australia) Limited, an Australian broker-dealer with
principal offices located in Sydney and Melbourne.
The authoring analysts who are responsible for the preparation of this research have received (or will receive) compensation based upon
(among other factors) the Investment Banking revenues and general profits of Canaccord Genuity. However, such authoring analysts
have not received, and will not receive, compensation that is directly based upon or linked to one or more specific Investment Banking
activities, or to recommendations contained in the research.
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Some regulators require that a firm must establish, implement and make available a policy for managing conflicts of interest arising as
a result of publication or distribution of research. This research has been prepared in accordance with Canaccord Genuity’s policy on
managing conflicts of interest, and information barriers or firewalls have been used where appropriate. Canaccord Genuity’s policy is
available upon request.
The information contained in this research has been compiled by Canaccord Genuity from sources believed to be reliable, but (with the
exception of the information about Canaccord Genuity) no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Canaccord Genuity,
its affiliated companies or any other person as to its fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness. Canaccord Genuity has not
independently verified the facts, assumptions, and estimates contained herein. All estimates, opinions and other information contained
in this research constitute Canaccord Genuity’s judgement as of the date of this research, are subject to change without notice and are
provided in good faith but without legal responsibility or liability.
From time to time, Canaccord Genuity salespeople, traders, and other professionals provide oral or written market commentary or
trading strategies to our clients and our principal trading desk that reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions expressed in this
research. Canaccord Genuity’s affiliates, principal trading desk, and investing businesses also from time to time make investment
decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations or views expressed in this research.
This research is provided for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any designated
investments discussed herein in any jurisdiction where such offer or solicitation would be prohibited. As a result, the designated
investments discussed in this research may not be eligible for sale in some jurisdictions. This research is not, and under no
circumstances should be construed as, a solicitation to act as a securities broker or dealer in any jurisdiction by any person or company
that is not legally permitted to carry on the business of a securities broker or dealer in that jurisdiction. This material is prepared for
general circulation to clients and does not have regard to the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any
particular person. Investors should obtain advice based on their own individual circumstances before making an investment decision.
To the fullest extent permitted by law, none of Canaccord Genuity, its affiliated companies or any other person accepts any liability
whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from or relating to any use of the information contained in this research.
Research Distribution Policy
Canaccord Genuity research is posted on the Canaccord Genuity Research Portal and will be available simultaneously for access by all
of Canaccord Genuity’s customers who are entitled to receive the firm's research. In addition research may be distributed by the firm’s
sales and trading personnel via email, instant message or other electronic means. Customers entitled to receive research may also
receive it via third party vendors. Until such time as research is made available to Canaccord Genuity’s customers as described above,
Authoring Analysts will not discuss the contents of their research with Sales and Trading or Investment Banking employees without prior
compliance consent.
For further information about the proprietary model(s) associated with the covered issuer(s) in this research report, clients should
contact their local sales representative.
Short-Term Trade Ideas
Research Analysts may, from time to time, discuss “short-term trade ideas” in research reports. A short-term trade idea offers a near-
term view on how a security may trade, based on market and trading events or catalysts, and the resulting trading opportunity that may
be available. Any such trading strategies are distinct from and do not affect the analysts' fundamental equity rating for such stocks. A
short-term trade idea may differ from the price targets and recommendations in our published research reports that reflect the research
analyst's views of the longer-term (i.e. one-year or greater) prospects of the subject company, as a result of the differing time horizons,
methodologies and/or other factors. It is possible, for example, that a subject company's common equity that is considered a long-
term ‘Hold' or 'Sell' might present a short-term buying opportunity as a result of temporary selling pressure in the market or for other
reasons described in the research report; conversely, a subject company's stock rated a long-term 'Buy' or “Speculative Buy’ could be
considered susceptible to a downward price correction, or other factors may exist that lead the research analyst to suggest a sale over
the short-term. Short-term trade ideas are not ratings, nor are they part of any ratings system, and the firm does not intend, and does not
undertake any obligation, to maintain or update short-term trade ideas. Short-term trade ideas are not suitable for all investors and are
not tailored to individual investor circumstances and objectives, and investors should make their own independent decisions regarding
any securities or strategies discussed herein. Please contact your salesperson for more information regarding Canaccord Genuity’s
research.
For Canadian Residents:
This research has been approved by Canaccord Genuity Corp., which accepts sole responsibility for this research and its dissemination
in Canada. Canaccord Genuity Corp. is registered and regulated by the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada (IIROC)
and is a Member of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund. Canadian clients wishing to effect transactions in any designated investment
discussed should do so through a qualified salesperson of Canaccord Genuity Corp. in their particular province or territory.
For United States Persons:
Canaccord Genuity LLC, a US registered broker-dealer, accepts responsibility for this research and its dissemination in the United States.
This research is intended for distribution in the United States only to certain US institutional investors. US clients wishing to effect
transactions in any designated investment discussed should do so through a qualified salesperson of Canaccord Genuity LLC. Analysts
employed outside the US, as specifically indicated elsewhere in this report, are not registered as research analysts with FINRA. These
analysts may not be associated persons of Canaccord Genuity LLC and therefore may not be subject to the FINRA Rule 2241 and NYSE
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Rule 472 restrictions on communications with a subject company, public appearances and trading securities held by a research analyst
account.
For United Kingdom and European Residents:
This research is distributed in the United Kingdom and elsewhere Europe, as third party research by Canaccord Genuity Limited,
which is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. This research is for distribution only to persons who are Eligible
Counterparties or Professional Clients only and is exempt from the general restrictions in section 21 of the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 on the communication of invitations or inducements to engage in investment activity on the grounds that it is being
distributed in the United Kingdom only to persons of a kind described in Article 19(5) (Investment Professionals) and 49(2) (High Net
Worth companies, unincorporated associations etc) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005
(as amended). It is not intended to be distributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other class of persons. This material is not for
distribution in the United Kingdom or elsewhere in Europe to retail clients, as defined under the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority.
For Jersey, Guernsey and Isle of Man Residents:
This research is sent to you by Canaccord Genuity Wealth (International) Limited (CGWI) for information purposes and is not to be
construed as a solicitation or an offer to purchase or sell investments or related financial instruments. This research has been produced
by an affiliate of CGWI for circulation to its institutional clients and also CGWI. Its contents have been approved by CGWI and we are
providing it to you on the basis that we believe it to be of interest to you. This statement should be read in conjunction with your client
agreement, CGWI's current terms of business and the other disclosures and disclaimers contained within this research. If you are in any
doubt, you should consult your financial adviser.
CGWI is licensed and regulated by the Guernsey Financial Services Commission, the Jersey Financial Services Commission and the Isle
of Man Financial Supervision Commission. CGWI is registered in Guernsey and is a wholly owned subsidiary of Canaccord Genuity Group
Inc.
For Australian Residents:
This research is distributed in Australia by Canaccord Genuity (Australia) Limited ABN 19 075 071 466 holder of AFS Licence No
234666. To the extent that this research contains any advice, this is limited to general advice only. Recipients should take into account
their own personal circumstances before making an investment decision. Clients wishing to effect any transactions in any financial
products discussed in the research should do so through a qualified representative of Canaccord Genuity (Australia) Limited. Canaccord
Genuity Wealth Management is a division of Canaccord Genuity (Australia) Limited.
For Hong Kong Residents:
This research is distributed in Hong Kong by Canaccord Genuity (Hong Kong) Limited which is licensed by the Securities and Futures
Commission. This research is only intended for persons who fall within the definition of professional investor as defined in the Securities
and Futures Ordinance. It is not intended to be distributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other class of persons. Recipients of
this report can contact Canaccord Genuity (Hong Kong) Limited. (Contact Tel: +852 3919 2561) in respect of any matters arising from, or
in connection with, this research.
Additional information is available on request.
Copyright © Canaccord Genuity Corp. 2018 – Member IIROC/Canadian Investor Protection Fund

Copyright © Canaccord Genuity Limited. 2018 – Member LSE, authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Copyright © Canaccord Genuity LLC 2018 – Member FINRA/SIPC

Copyright © Canaccord Genuity (Australia) Limited. 2018 – Participant of ASX Group, Chi-x Australia and of the NSX. Authorized and
regulated by ASIC.

All rights reserved. All material presented in this document, unless specifically indicated otherwise, is under copyright to Canaccord
Genuity Corp., Canaccord Genuity Limited, Canaccord Genuity LLC or Canaccord Genuity Group Inc. None of the material, nor its
content, nor any copy of it, may be altered in any way, or transmitted to or distributed to any other party, without the prior express written
permission of the entities listed above.
None of the material, nor its content, nor any copy of it, may be altered in any way, reproduced, or distributed to any other party
including by way of any form of social media, without the prior express written permission of the entities listed above.
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